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Chairman: Jerry G. Fossum
Major Department: Electrical Engineering

This dissertation presents physical models that describe the

effects of grain boundaries on the steady-state current-voltage

characteristics of large- and small-grain polysilicon (SOI: Si -on-Si 0j>)
MOSFETs. These models, which are supported experimentally, reveal that

the grain boundaries can control the drain current and hence the

electrical properties of the MOSFET. Interpretations of measurements

based on single-crystal MOSFET theory can therefore result in erroneous

parameter evaluations and misconceptions regarding the underlying

physics. The models developed herein enable proper interpretations of

measurements and facilitate optimal design of the devices.

The models for the large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET predict:

(a) an effective turn-on characteristic in the linear-region, controlled

by the grain boundaries, that occurs beyond the strong-inversion

threshold voltage, and henceforth defines the "carrier mobility theshold
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voltage" and the effective field effect carrier mobility; (b) a nearly

exponential dependence on the (front) gate voltage, defined by the

properties of the grain boundaries, for moderate-inversion conductance,

and (c) that a grain boundary near the drain can control the conduction

properties for all (weak-to-strong) inversion conditions in all (linear-

to-saturation) regions of operation.

The models for the small-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET predict:

(a) the anomalous leakage current (OFF state), which is attributed to

field emission via grain-boundary traps in the (front) surface depletion

region at the drain; (b) that the gate-voltage swing for the
' subthreshold drain current (ON state) depends strongly on the grain¬

boundary properties and weakly on the charge coupling between the front

and back gates; (c) that the effective threshold voltage (ON state)

depends strongly on grain-boundary properties and on the charge coupling

between the front and back gates; and (d) the device design

modifications to control and reduce the leakage current, the gate-

voltage swi ng, and the effective threshold voltage.

v i i i



CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Because of. the advantages of dielectric isolation and three-

dimensional (3-D) integration [GI80; LA82; MA85], there is much interest

in SOI (silicon-on-insulator) MOSFETs. The advantages of these devices

compared with the single-crystal counterpart are [LA82]: (a) increased

circuit speed due to reduced parasitic capacitance; (b) superior

hardness to transient radiation; and (c) elimination of'latch-up, which

is of fundamental importance when the feature sizes in CMOS

(complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) technology are scaled to

smaller dimensions. Today, CMOS is the dominant technology for VLSI

(very large scale integration) because of low power consumption,

superior noise margins, better compatibility with analog circuits, and

reduced vulnerability to soft errors.

The most promising SOI technologies for VLSI are: SOI formed by

high-dose ion implantation [HE84], SOI using porous silicon [BA84],

silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) [SA84], beam recrystallization of polysi 1 icon-

on-silicon dioxide [LA80], and as-deposited LPCVD (low-pressure chemical

vapor deposition) polysilicon-on-silicon dioxide [MA85]. The first two

of these technologies yield dielectrically isolated single-crystal

silicon, but they have disadvantages. The SOI formed by high-dose ion

implantation technology requires excessive capital costs for equipment,

and the SOI formed by the porous silicon technology is not compatible

1
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with the subsequent process [LA82], The SOS technology also produces

dielectrically isolated single-crystal silicon, but it has not been

widely accepted because of fundamental material limitations [LA82] that

impede the realization of high-quality silicon-on-sapphire. The beam-

recrystallization SOI technology, which yields large-grain polysilicon

(> 1 ym), is of practical interest because of the relatively good

performance of the devices fabricated with it compared with that of the

single-crystal counterpart [LA80; TS81; 0083,84]. The as-deposited

LPCVD SOI technology, which produces small-grain polysilicon (< 0.1 urn),

is also of practical interest because of the circuit applications

[MA84,85] that do not require stringent performance of all the devices,

e.g., CMOS memories, and because of the simplicity of the fabrication.

Because of the practicality of the last two technologies, it is of

primary importance to model the large- and small-grain polysilicon SOI

MOSFETs.

Most of the previous research and development of SOI has emphasized

either the technology, i.e., the recrystallization process [LA80; LE81;

NG81; TSA81; NI83] or the grain-boundary passivation [KA80; SH84; MA85],

or the recrystallized silicon [GE82; MA82; SC83], i.e., its

characteristic defects and grain boundaries. Little work [KA72;

0E80,82; LEV82; C0V82,83,84] has been done on the characterization and

modeling of devices in large- and small-grain polysilicon SOI films,

which is essential if SOI integrated circuits are to be optimally

developed.
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Such characterization of the large- and small-grain polysilicon SOI

MOSFET must include a description of the charge coupling between the

front and back gates [LI83b,84a,84b], and must account for the influence

of grain boundaries on the electrical characteristics, which is the

subject of this dissertation.

The inversion-mode large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET, illustrated

in Fig. 1.1, presents a relatively good performance compared with that

of the single-crystal counterpart [LA80; TS81; C083, 84], but it has the

disadvantage of requiring the additional recrystal 1ization step. The

accumulation-mode small-grain (as deposited) polysilicon SOI MOSFET,

shown in Fig. 1.2, does not require the recrystallization step, but it

is inferior to the single-crystal counterpart, especially because of

anomalous high leakage current and exceptionally high gate-voltage swing

roN82; SH84]. To improve the performance of the small-grain SOI MOSFET,

for applications that do not require single-crystal silicon device

characteristics (e.g. load elements for a dense static RAM), grain¬

boundary passivation (e.g., via hydrogenation [KA80; SH84]) has been

successfully used [MA84; MAS5]. Unlike the large-grain polysilicon

device, the small-grain polysilicon device can be designed to be

operated in either the accumulation- or inversion-mode because the film

body (grains) is completely depleted of free carriers, facilitated by

grain-boundary trapping.

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop physical models for

the effects of grain boundaries in large- and small-grain polysilicon

SOI MOSFETs, which are useful for the prediction and optimization of
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Fig. 1.1 Cross-section of the four terminal n-channel inversion-mode
... beam-recrystal 1ized (large-grain) polysilicon SOI MOSFET.

The terminal voltages are referenced to the source voltaqe
(Vs = 0).
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Pig. 1.2 Basic structure of the four-terminal p-channel accumulation¬
mode LPCVD (smal1-grain) polysilicon SOI MOSFET.
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device performance in SOI integrated circuits. Chapters Two and Three

concern the large-grain polysilicon device, and Chapters Four and Five

concern the small-grain polysilicon device. The major contributions

made in this dissertation are:

(1) the modeling of the effects of grain boundaries for all

regions of operation in large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs;

(2) the physical characterization of the anomalous leakage

current (OFF state) in small-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs;

(3) the numerical modeling of the subthreshold drain current and

the threshold voltage (ON state) of thin-film small-grain

polysilicon SOI MOSFETs;

(4) the development of the foundation of a charge-sheet model

[RR78.81] for the thin-film single-crystal SOI MOSFET;

(5) the experimental support for the developed models from

measurements of representative SOI MOSFETs.

We derive in Chapter Two a theoretical description of the linear-

region drain current of the large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET, which is

valid for all inversion levels and accounts for arbitrary orientation of

the grain boundaries. The corresponding channel conductance shows an

effective turn-on characteristic controlled by the grain boundaries that

occurs beyond the strong-inversion threshold. Henceforth the carrier

mohility threshold voltage, which exceeds the actual one, and the

effective carrier mobility, which is typically higher than the actual

(intragrain) one, are defined. For sufficiently high gate voltage, the

grain-houndary potential barrier is low enough that the channel
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conductance is.not significantly influenced by the boundaries. . For gate

voltages lower than the carrier mobility threshold voltage, the

conductance varies nearly exponentially with the gate, voltage and

depends strongly on the grain-boundary properties. Grain boundaries

perpendicular to the carrier flow in the channel produce the strongest

effects on the conductance. To support this analysis and to stress its

practicality, we compare models predictions with measured current-

voltage-temperature characteristics of 1aser-recrystallized SOI MOSFETs

fabricated at Texas Instruments [LA83]. The theoretical-experimental

agreement is good, and in addition to indicating properties of the grain

boundaries in these devices, it exemplifies how the mobility threshold

voltage and the effective carrier mobility can be easily misinterpreted

as the actual threshold voltage and mobility when conventional MOSFET

theory is used as the basis for interpreting electrical measurements of

SOI MOSFETs. Such misinterpretations can obscure essential criteria for

achieving optimal designs of SOI devices and integrated circutis. For

example, our physical analysis reveals that in particular cases grain

boundaries can actually benefit the SOI MOSFET performance by producing

an unusually high transconductance. This suggests, in contrast to the

general belief, that optimal designs may not require elimination of all

grain boundaries.

We describe in Chapter Three a physical model for the current-

voltage characteristics of the large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET in all

regions of operation. The essence of this model is an accounting for

sizable, position-dependent voltage drops across the grain boundaries
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that can occur when the device is. driven out of the linear region. The

carrier transport through the grain boundaries (viz., over potential

barriers-created by carrier trapping) is then nonlinear, and the channel

conduction depends on how the grain boundaries are distributed between

the source and the drain. Although our model accounts for any number of

grain boundaries in the channel, we apply it herein to the most likely
case (in beam-recrystallized VLSI) of an SOI MOSFET with only one grain

boundary. We emphasize the importance of the position of the grain

boundary, as well as its electrical properties, in defining the current-

voltage characteristics. Model calculations, supported by limited

experimental results, show that grain boundaries tend to decrease the

drain current of large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs, but can increase

the transconductance.

We develop in Chapter Four a physical model for the anomalous

leakage current (OFF state) in small-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs based

on field emission via grain-boundary traps. To support this model, we

compare its predictions with measured data from p-channel accumulation¬

mode and n-channel inversion-mode devices [SU84; SH85], Good

correlation is shown, and field emission at the back surface is

suggested as the mechanism underlying the minimization of the leakage
current at relatively low values of front gate voltage. Insight

regarding the physics underlying the anomalously strong drain and gate

voltage dependences is readily provided by the model, and implies design
criteria to control the leakage current in small-grain polysilicon

MOSFETs.
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He derive in Chapter Five a theoretical description of the.

subthreshold drain current and the threshold voltage (ON state) in the

thin-film small-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET, which reveals-the1 physical -

influence of grain boundaries in the channel, and the charge coupling
between the front and back gates. The main results of this model,
supported by experimental results, are: the gate-voltage swing depends
strongly on grain-boundary properties and weakly on the charge-coupling
effects; the threshold voltage depends strongly on grain-boundary
properties and charge-coupling effects; the charge-coupling effects
decrease as the trap density, the thickness of the film, or the doping
concentration increases.

We summarize in Chapter Six the main conclusions and

accomplishments of this dissertation. We also suggest in this chapter
further related research.

We show in Appendix A that the electron charge trapped at a grain

boundary (in an n channel) can be expressed in terms of the electron

quasi-Fermi level for any grain-houndary voltage drop. This result,
which was used in Chapter Three, indicates that a previous assumption
[RA78a], which establishes that the charge trapped at the grain boundary
is independent of the grain-boundary voltage drop, is generally
invalid. In Chapter Three, we have also avoided the use of another

classical, but generally invalid assumption [MU61] that a (constant)
fraction of the thermionically emitted electrons are captured by the

grain-boundary traps.
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As a first step towards the development of a practical model for

integrated circuit design with SOIMOSFETs, we present in Appendix B the

foundation of a -charge-sheet model [RR78,81] for the thin-film single¬

crystal silicon MOSFET.

In Appendix C we include the computer program used in Chapter Five

to calculate the subthreshold drain current and the threshold voltage

(ON state) in the thin-film small-grain polysilicon MOSFET. The program

is based on a "two-dimensional" bisection method [BU81] that we

developed. Although this method is not as fast computationally as

Newton-Raphson [BU81], we use it because it avoids the problems of

convergence that typically occur when Newton-Raphson [BU81] is applied

to complex problems.



CHAPTER TWO
LINEAR-REGION CONDUCTANCE OF LARGE-GRAIN

POLYSILICON MOSFETs

2.1 Introduction

We derive in this chapter a theoretical description of the linear-

region drain current of the .large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET, which

reveals the physical influence of grain boundaries in the channel. The

corresponding channel conductance is described in terms of the (front)

gate voltage, the device parameters, and the grain and grain-boundary

properties. We restrict our analysis to cases in which the polysilicon

film is not completely depleted between the front and back surfaces. We

initially assume in Section 2.2 strong inversion, and that the grain

boundaries in the channel are perpendicular to the carrier flow; but we

generalize the analysis in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 by removing these two

assumptions respectively.

The model comprises the following physics: (a) the quantum-

mechanical description [HS79] of the carrier distribution in the

inversion layer, which implies an average carrier density and its

dependence on the gate voltage that can be modeled based on the

classical solution [C070; S7.B11; (b) the two-dimensional potential

variation near a grain boundary in the channel, which when approximated

by coupled one-dimensional solutions of Poisson's equation defines the

11
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grain-houndary barrier height resulting from carrier trapping [BA78a,b];

and (c) the description of the carrier transport through the grain

boundary, assimed to be predominantly thermionicemission over the

potential barrier [PI79]. To obtain closed-form expressions for the

channel conductance, which give physical insight and facilitate the

development of SOI MOSFET models suitable for computer-aided circuit

analysis, simplifying assunptions are made and justified.

The resulting strong-inversion channel-conductance model of

Section 2.2 shows an effective turn-on characteristic controlled by the

grain boundaries that occurs beyond the strong-inversion threshold.

Henceforth the carrier mobility threshold voltage, which exceeds the

actual one, and the effective carrier mobility, which is typically

higher than the actual (intragrain) one, are defined. For sufficiently

high gate voltage, the grain-boundary potential barrier is low enough

that the channel conductance is not significantly influenced by the

boundaries. Thus the intragrain mobility, which can be affected by

surface scattering [SU801, controls the conductance at high gate

voltages.

In Section 2.3 we extend the analysis to account for moderate- and

weak-inversion levels. For gate voltages lower than the carrier

mobility threshold voltage, we find that the conductance varies nearly

exponentially with the gate voltage, and that the gate-voltage swing

needed to reduce the conductance by one order of magnitude is strongly

dependent on the properties of the grain boundaries.



? ' We account in Section 2.4 for arbitrary orientation of the grain

boundaries. This analysis is of interest because of the possibility of

controlling [MA82; TSA82; N183; SC83] the predominant grain-boundary

orientation in devices fabricated in recrystallized polysilicon. We

find that grain boundaries perpendicular to the carrier flow in the

channel maximize the grain-boundary effects on the conductance. In

contrast, grain boundaries parallel to carrier flow in the channel do

not affect the conductance.

To support the analysis and to stress its practicality, we compare

in Section 2.5 model predictions with measured current-voltage-

temperature characteristics of . laser-recrystallized SOI . MOSFETs

fabricated at Texas Instruments [LA83], The theoretical-experimental

agreement is good, and in addition to indicating properties of the grain

boundaries in these devices, it exemplifies how the mobility threshold

voltage and the effective carrier mobility can be easily misinterpreted

as the actual threshold voltage and mobility when conventional MOSFET

theory is used as the basis for interpreting electrical measurements of

SOI MOSFETs. Such misinterpretations can obscure essential criteria for

achieving optimal designs of SOI devices and integrated circuits. For

example, our physical analysis reveals that in particular cases grain

boundaries can actually benefit the SOI MOSFET performance by producing
an unusually high transconductance. This suggests, in contrast to the

general belief, that optimal designs may not require elimination of all

grain boundaries.
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2.2 Linear-Region Conductance in Strong Inversion

We assume, based on studies [RA78a,b; PI79] of majority-carrier

transport through silicon grain boundaries at room temperature, that

thermionic emission of carriers over the grain-boundary potential

barrier ¥Ro underlies the predominant influence of the boundary on the

channel conductance of SOI MOSFETs, and that ¥Ro results from carrier
trapping at localized grain-boundary states. The trapping and ¥g0 are
characterized by a two-dimensional solution of Poisson's equation in the

channel. Before we discuss this solution and the corresponding

thermionic-emission current, we nust consider the intragrain carrier

distribution in the channel and its dependence on the gate bias, which

define 'FgQ. We refer to the four-terminal n-channel inversion-mode
large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET illustrated in Fig. 1.1, and we

assume that the grain boundaries in the channel are perpendicular to the

electron flow.

2.2.1 Intragrain Electron Distribution in Channel

Because the inversion layer thickness is very narrow (on the

order of the electron de Rroglie wavelength), the true electron

distribution n(x) in the channel (away from grain boundaries) must be

described quantum-mechanical ly r.HS79l. This description follows from a

self-consistent solution of the Schrodinger equation and Poisson's

equation. The result differs markedly from the classical solution

[C070, SZ81J based on Poisson's equation and Maxwel1-Boltzmann

statistics: x^ is narrower and n(x) is more uniform [HS79]. However the

inversion-layer areal charge density,
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. -O = q / n(x)dx (2.1)
■ o

where x = O represents the interface, is predicted well:by the

classical solution.

The analyses suggest a simplification in the description of n(x)

and its dependence on the (front) gate voltage We define an

average electron density ñ over the effective portion of the inversion

layer, 0< x< x^^, as revealed by the quantum-mechanical solution,
but we use the classical solution, nc^(x), to convey the Vfif
dependence.. We find that, ,x.¡(eff) is described well by

/i(eff)c1
q / nc (x)dx

0
-0.9 0

cl
(2.2)

whereO^ (=.Qn) is given by (2.1) with n(x) replaced by nc^(x); that
is, about 90% of the inversion-layer charge is contained within a region

in which n - ñ and in which virtually all the channel current flows.

Then we define ñ by

^xi(eff) -0.9 0Cn] (2.3)

Numerical evaluations of x^eff^ reveal that it is not strongly
dependent on V^, that it decreases with increasing film doping density

Na, and that typically it is quite narrow. For example, when =

1016 crrT^, 120 A . Corresponding calculations of ñ defined by
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(2.3) are plotted versus (V^ - Vyf) in Fig. 2.1 for different values of
and for an oxide thickness tQf of 600 A; Vjf is the threshold voltage

' [LI83b!l :1:hat: corresporttis ^o’ the~onset"!of strorig' ’tnverstorT*:’[hcl(0} :'«

N^]. As implied by (2.3), Fig. 2.1 shows that n increases with

increasing VGf and with increasing N^. We find that and ñ as

defined by (2.2) and (2.3) in terms of the classical solution [C070;

SZ81] are generally consistent with the actual electron distribution

given by the quantum-mechanical solution [HS79].

2.2.2 Grain-Roundary Potential Barrier in Channel

For .strong-inversion.conditions . within the grains, electron

trapping at localized grain-boundary states produces potential barriers

that- affect the electron transport along the channel. The barrier

formation is similar to that. at grain boundaries in bulk polysilicon

f.RA78b; F082] except in the channel is influenced by Jas

described by the two-dimensional form of Poisson's equation.

We consider the potential variation near a grain boundary in the

channel as shown in Fig. 2.2. We assume that away from the grain

boundary (y > yrf) the electric field is vertical (in the x-direction),
and n(x) is wel1 approximated by ñ .over the effective- inversion layer,

n < x < x.j(e.ff), as discussed in the preceding subsection. In this
region (I), Poisson's equation simplifies to

3 V
—7
3x

“

r- + V
s

(2.4)
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*
Fig. ?.l Calculated average electron density in channel versus (front)

gate voltage for several film doping densities.



* *

Fig. 2.2 Cross-section of effective inversion layer showing typical
grain and grain boundaries, which are assumed to be
perpendicular to the electron flow.
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where! is the electrostatic potential. In the vicinity of the grain

boundary (y < yd), a horizontal (y-direction) component of the electric

field is produced by the electrons trapped at the grain boundary. We

assume that the trapping nearly depletes this region (II) of free

electrons; hence

p
s y

Í7.
II

&
3y2 ii

£_ N
es A (2.5)

We note that this depletion approximation [BA78b; PI79] is valid

provided ¥Bo is sufficiently high: high enough in fact, we assume, that
the grain boundaries significantly affect the channel Conductance. We

discuss the validity of this assumption in Subsection 2.2.3.

Assuming that, analogous to the gradual-channel approximation

[SZ81], the trapped electrons at the grain boundary typically create

only a small perturbation on the x-component of electric field, we can

write

9 ^ 9 ^ I 9 ^
. 2

1

>| ro| <<

9 x
i dx |ii 3y ii

(2.6)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated anywhere in the regions

indicated. We justify this assumption by noting that the subsequent

solution we obtain is consistent with it when (Vfif - Vyf) > , which
is usually true for strong-inversion conditions. Hence (2.6) implies an

approximate solution to the two-dimensional problem defined by (2.4) and

(2.5), which is obtained by coupling two one-dimensional solutions.
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The corresponding approximation for'i'gQ derives from the
combination of (2.4)-(2.6), which yields

a2?
—?
3y ii

--as
e
s

with the boundary conditions

(2.7)

?(x,y = yd) = ?jix) (2.8)

and

3y
= 0 (2.9)

y=yr

In (2.8) f j(x) is the intragrain (region I) potential variation in the

channel, which is given by the one-dimensional solution of Poisson's

equation and the Schrodinger equation [HS79]. We now identify yd as the
grain-boundary depletion-region width, and we note that our analysis

applies only when the grains are not completely depleted. The solution

to (2.7)-(2.9) is

*(x,y) IIa" (y"yd^ + * i^ » (2.in)

and hence

TRo =^(X) -T(x,0) u
qñyd

(2.11)
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To complete the description of Tg0, we must express y^ in terms of
known parameters. This expression is implied by the conservation of

charge in the vicinity of the grain boundary:

2qnyd (2.12)

which equates the areal density of charge trapped at the grain boundary,

to the electron charge density removed to form the (two) adjacent

depletion regions. In writing (2.12) we have implicitly assumed that

the electrons are trapped within which is commensurate with our

previous assumptions. The trapped charge density depends on the

distribution in the energy gap of localized grain-boundary states

(acceptor-type since < 0) [PI79]. It is reasonable to approximate

this distribution by a delta function [BA78b; P179; F082; LU81]',

yielding N^y states (traps) per unit area at an energy level Ey. Then

(2.13)0,GB

where Ep is the Fermi level and the factor of 1/2 reflects the (spin)

degeneracy of the localized states. The position of Ep relative to Ey
is defined by *80 and the electron density in region I, i.e., ñ:

(2.14)
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where E^ is the intrinsic Fermi level (virtually at midgap) and n.¡ is
the intrinsic carrier density in silicon.

Thus (2.11)-(2.14) implicitly describe ^Bo in terms of the grain-
boundary parameters N^y and (Ey - E^), and of ñ, which depends on Vgy
and the MOSFET properties as described in Subsection 2.2.1. Numerical

calculations of T Ro are plotted versus (Vgy - Vyy) in Fig. 2.3 for =

10*6 cm“^, tQf = 600 A, two representative values of N$y, '10^ and
10^ cnf^, and three positions of Ey in the energy gap. In all cases,

for VGy sufficiently high, ^r0 decreases with increasing Vgy. This can

be explained by noting that under these conditions virtually all the

grain-boundary states (within x^eyy^) are filled, and hence
0RR - is independent of Vgy. Therefore since ñ increases with Vgy
(see Fig. 2.1), yrf concomitantly decreases as described by (2.12), which

implies through (2.11) that¥Ro also decreases:

& n
s

(2.15)

However when Vgy is low,YRo is nearly insensitive to Vgy. This is
because the grain-boundary states are not completely filled, and hence

Ep is near Ey, which virtually fixes V as described by (2.14).
We note in Fig. 2.3 that for NSy = 1011 cm"^, TRo is less than

10 mV when (Vgy - Vyy) exceeds about 0.1 V. Thus although our depletion

approximation is invalid for these conditions, we surmise that TRo is
low enough that the grain boundaries do not significantly affect the

channel conductance. However for Ngy = 10*2 cm“^, TRo is high enough,
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Fig. 2.3 Calculated grain boundary potential barrier versus (front)
gate voltage for two representative grain-boundary trap
densities and three energy levels. Wo note that the low
values of Y Ro calculated for N<¡y = 1011 cm-2 are probably
inaccurate because of the invalidity of the depletion
approximation (2.5). Nevertheless the curve is useful
because it indicates whenYg0 is low enough that the grain-
boundary effect on channel conduction is insignificant.
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even when (Vg^ - Vjf) ^ relatively large, to validate the depletion

approximation and to strongly influence the channel conductance as we

describe in the next section.

2.2.3 Channel Conductance

The physical basis for the influence of grain boundaries on the

channel conductance is the interaction between electrons flowing from

source to drain and the potential barriers at the boundaries. Although

quantum-mechanical tunneling of electrons through the barrier may be

significant at low temperatures [LU81] and diffusion of electrons is

important when the barrier is low [C082, 83, 84], we assume (at room

temperature) that thermionic emission of electrons over the barrier

TRo is the predominant grain boundary transport mechanism [PI79], Then
if the drain voltage Vg is low enough (linear region) that the voltage

drop across a grain boundary is much smaller than 2kT/q, and if

^Ro > '^T/q, the emitted current density is [BA78b]

Jgb “ ^ exP(
-qp Ro > - u¡rr’" v (2.16)

where A* is the effective Richardson constant [SZ81] for electrons

(- 250 A/cm^/K^) and Ng is the effective density of states in the

conduction hand (= 2.9 x 10^ cm~^ at 300° K).

Since the current in the channel is continuous from source to

drain, the drain current Ig can be expressed by the integral of (2.16)
over the (effective) cross-sectional area of the channel:
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V " 1 xi(eff) Jgb (2.17)

where Z is the channel width. The combination of (2.16) and (2.17)

gives ID as a function of vgb* To obtain Iq as a function of Vp, we
simply equate the sum of the voltage drops along the channel to VR. If
we assume that the channel comprises Ng grains of equal length yg
separated by (Ng - 1) identical grain boundaries (see Fig. 2.2), then

Vn = (N - 1)V , + N Vn g gb g g (2.18)

where Vg is the voltage drop across a grain, which assuming that the
carrier transport in the grain is by drift [SZ81] is

yq ' 2yd
h 910 |ng 1 n 1

(2.19)

in the linear region. In (2.19) vng is the intragrain electron
mobility, the dependence of which on Vgf and on device parameters can be

given empirically [SU80].

Combining (2.3) and (2.16)—(2.19), we obtain In(Vg^,Vp) for the SOI
MOSFET in the linear region (Vn < (Ng - 1) 2kT/q). If we assume that
yg >> yd, which is valid in typical recrystallized SOI MOSFETs, then our

result simpl i fies to

In =
Uwn< 0 Vr

1 +
TÑq-1) k¥nq

0.9LA*T expf-
^ Ro^Gf^

kT -]
(2.20)
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where L = is the channel length. In (2.20) Qn is given by the
strong-inversion condition

'Qn * Cof(VGf vTf) (2.21)

where CQf is the (front) gate oxide capacitance.
The influence of the grain boundaries on Ip is reflected by the

second term in the denominator of (2.20), which depends of through

’FBonñ(VGf - V.^)] as described in Subsections 2.2.1 (Fig. 2.1) and
2.2.2 (Fig. 2.3). If the number of grains Ng constituting the channel
is one, vis-a-vis, if there are no grain boundaries in the channel, then

(2.20) reduces to the corresponding result of conventional MOSFET theory

rSZB 1H. Furthermore if Y g is sufficiently low, because of low Ngy
and/or high Vgy (see Fig. 2.3), then the same result obtains. We note

that (2.20), which because of the model assumptions is strictly valid

only when f Rq > kT/q, will correctly give the conventional current at

high Vgf only if the pre-exponential coefficient is much less than

unity. With this insight then, (2.20) facilitates a self-consistency

check for our model assumptions (2.5) and (2.16). We find that when the

grain boundaries are influential, vis generally high enough that the

assumptions are valid.

In deriving (2.20) we have neglected thermionic field emission

(tunneling) through TR , and we have ignored the possible existence of a

significant grain-boundary scattering potential barrier [LUñl] through
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0
which the electrons must tunnel to traverse the boundary. The tunneling

can be predominant at low temperatures, but at room temperature and

above it is generally insignificant [PI79; LU81]. We also neglected

diffusion of electrons through ¥Ro, which is important only when is
low [C083]. When ¥ Bo is high enough that the grain boundaries

significantly affect Ip, the diffusion can be ignored.
>

To illustrate the grain-boundary effects described by (2.20), we

plot in Figs. 2.4 and. 2.5 calculations of the linear-region channel

conductance (gA ID/VR) versus (VGy - Vyy) for several values of Ng and
N«jy. In Fig. 2.4 we let Ng vary from one to 200 grains, and we use
typical - values for the remaining -parameters: N$y = 10*? cm"? .. at

Fy = E-j; = 10*® cm“3, tQy = 600 A , Z = L = 40 um; we also specify a

(front) fixed oxide charge density Oyy = q(10^ cm-^), which
defines u

ng and its dependence on Vgy [SU80], We see that as Ng
increases, g decreases and the plots become inflected, in general

accord with recent measurements of laser-annealed SOI MOSFETs

[LE81; C084]. The plots show apparent threshold voltages that are

higher than Vyy and transconductances (gm A ai^/aVgy = Vp9g/3Vgy) that
imply effective electron mobilities (via the conventional M0SFET theory

[SZ81]) which can differ fromung. The apparent threshold voltage is
actually a "carrier mobility threshold voltage" (V^ ) at which ñ becomes
high enough thatf^ begins to diminish with increasing Vgy (see
Fig. 2.3) as described by (2.15). For >> , ¥Ro is too low to
significantly affect In; that is, thefRo term in (2.20) is negligible,
and gm is defined by y . Note however in Fig. 2.4 that the plots for
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Fig. 2.4 Calculated linear-region channel conductance versus (front)
gate voltage for several numbers of grains constituting the
channel. The broken portions of the curves for N =20, 100,
and 200 are inaccurate because of the invalidity ofy(2.20) as
discussed in Subsection 2.2.3. The N = 1 curve is
inaccurate for Vpf near VTf because of the invalidity of the
strong-inversion relationship (2.21).
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Fig. 2.5 Calculated linear-region channel conductance versus (front)
gate voltage for several grain-houndary trap densities.
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Ng very large become erroneous when Vgy >> Vy because, as we discussed
previously, the pre-exponential coefficient in (2.20) is not much less

than ' unity. When > \T , gm is typically higher than that
corresponding toung. We stress that the high effective electron
mobility implied by gm is defined predominantly by the properties of the

grain boundaries. Measured Tn(vGf ,Vg) characteristics of SOI MOSFETs
can thus be misleading because of the nonlinear effects, of grain

boundaries as we discuss in the next section.

Additional calculations reveal that IT depends on and tQf; it
decreases with increasing and it increases with increasing t0y.
These dependences reflect, for a given (Vgy - Vyy), the dependences
of ñ, which controls ¥ Rq, on shown in Fig. 2.1 and on tQy implied

by-°n“Cof
The plots of g versus (Vgy - Vyy) in Fig. 2.5 for N$y ranging from

1011 to 2 x 10^ cm"^ were calculated from (2.20) for the same device

parameter values used to derive the plots in Fig. 2.4. We let Ng = 2
(one grain boundary) to simplify the physical interpretation of the

results. The same type of inflection seen in Fig. 2.4 is noted in

Fig. 2.5 for Ngy > 10^ cm"^. For the device considered, if Ngy is much
lower than 10^ cm”^, the grain boundary is virtually ineffective;

whereas if Nsy iS h igher than 10^ cm“^, the grain boundary severely
affects (lowers) the channel conductance. Similar calculations have

been made for different values of Ey. In this case of the n-channel

M0SFET, we find that as Ey approaches the conduction-band

edge, TRq diminishes and the grain boundary becomes ineffective. As Ey
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moves toward midgap and below, the grain-boundary effect materializes as

indicated in Fig. 2.5. This dependence on Ej reflects the electron
occupancy of the grain-boundary states, which has been described

elsewhere [F082], These results for a monoenergetic trap density could

be used to infer corresponding results for different trap distributions

in the energy gap.

2.3 Linear-Region Conductance in Moderate Inversion

To extend the analysis described in Section 2.2 to the moderate

inversion region of operation, we must remove the strong-inversion

approximation.' (2.21). ^f the polysilicon . film is not completely

depleted between the front and back surfaces, we can neglect the charge-

coupling effects [BA80; L183b]. Then for all inversion conditions

[TSI82],

(2,22)

where

2 1/2

(2.23)
A

is the (areal) charge density in the silicon and

(2.24)
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is the depletion-region charge density. In (2.23) and (2.24), ips^r is
the front band bending and 0p = [2kTeSNA]^ has been defined to make a

compact notation. The relationship between fsy and is defined by

VGf " VFB '*sf
°S

* qNsf ,
C + C ^ sfuof Lof ST

(2.25)

where VpR is the front-gate flatband voltage [NI82], which includes a

contribution from fast surface states at the Si-SiC^ interface, the
density N$y (cnf^evM of which is assumed to be uni form in the energy

gap. The 0n(Vfiy) dependence in (2.20) is now defined by (2.22)-(2.25).
•.To illustrate the grain-boundary effects in moderate inversion

described by (2.20) and (2.22)-(2.25), we plot in Fig. 2.6 and 2.7

calculations of the linear-region channel conductance versus for

several values of Ey and N$y. To facilitate a later comparison between

experimental and theoretical results (see Section 2.5.2), we set

Vyy = 0, which defines Vpg through (2.25). In Fig. 2.6 we let (Ej-Ey)
vary from 0 to 0.22 eV, and we use typical values for the remaining

parameters: = 2xl0^6cm-3, which implies = 80 A, ung =
380 cm3/v-sec, tQy = 600 A , Z = L = 40 urn, NSy = lO^cm-^, and Ng = 50.
We see that the conductance presents a nearly exponential dependence on

for the 1 ower-VRy{ <\^ ) region, and that the corresponding gate-
voltage swing S needed to reduce Ip by one order-of-magnitude increases

^Roas Ey increases. This dependence is due primarily to the exp( --^y ) term
in (2.20) which is dominant (>> 1).
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Fig. ?.fi Measured (points) and calculated (curves) linear-region (V^ =
50 mV) conductance versus front-gate voltage of an n-channel
SOI MOSFET in 1aser-recrystallized polysilicon at room
temperature. The measurements were made with the hack gate
biased at -40 V. The calculations were done for different
grain-boundary trap energy levels as indicated and with the
fast surface-state density at the front Si-SiO2 interface
equal to zero. Note that Vyy = 0 V.
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Fig. 2.7 Measured (points) and calculated (curves) linear-region (VD =
50 mV) conductance versus front-gate voltage of an n-channel
SOI MOSFET in 1aser-recrystal1ized polysilicon at room
temperature. The measurements were made with the back gate
biased at -40 V. The calculations were done for different
fast surface-state densities at the front Si-SiOp interface
as indicated and with the grain-boundary trap energy level at
0.2 eV above midgap.
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The plots of g versus in Fig. 2.7 for Nsy ranging from 0 to
5 x 1011 cm“^eV"l were calCulated for (Ey-E.j) = 0.2 eV and the same

remaining parameters values used to derive the plots in Fig. 2.6. We

see that S is nearly independent of N$y although g decreases as Nsy
increases.

We conclude this subsection by stressing that the drain current in

the lower-Vgf, or "submobility-threshold" (Vgy < V^) regions of
operation, presents a nearly exponential dependence with respect to Vq^,
and that the gate-voltage swing needed to reduce Iq by one order-of-
magnitude is strongly dependent on the properties of the grain

boundaries..

2.4 The Significance of Grain Boundary Orientation

The studies in Section 2.3 and 2.4 have been based on the

assumption that- the grain boundaries are perpendicular to the carrier

flow in the channel. In this Section, we generalize the analysis to

account for arbitrary orientation of the grain boundaries. This

generalization is of interest because of the possibility of controlling

[MA82; TSA82; NI83; SC83T the predominant grain-boundary orientation in

devices fabricated in recrystallized polysilicon.

We consider a (straight) grain boundary arbitrarily oriented in

the channel as shown in Fig. 2.8. The drain current can be expressed,

to first order, as

!nf + !0b (2.26)
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Fig. 2.8 Illustration of arbitrary grain-boundary orientation in
channel.
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where Ip^ is the component that flows in the grain-boundary-free portion

(Z-Zb) of the channel and Igb is the component that flows in the portion

(Zb) containing the grain boundary. Note in Fig. 2.8 that Zb is defined
by Z and L, and 0, the angle between the grain boundary and the

z-direction. In the linear region (strong inversion),

^f*.' L-%gCof(VGf ~ VTf^VD ‘ (2.27)

The characterization of Ipb depends on a complicated ■ two-
dimensional electron transport problem. To derive a crude

approximation, we assume that the electron current density Jgb through
the grain boundary (via thermionic emission) is perpendicular to it.

Then, analogous to (2.16),

J
gb

qA*T
kNc exp(-

^ BO»-,. A—,nVgb" (2.28)

AAA

where n = cos(0 )y - sin(0 )z is the unit vector normal to the grain

boundary. We further assume that away from the grain boundary the

electrons flow predominantly in the y-direction. Then to ensure current

continuity from source to drain, we must have

Z, A —
*Hb ” cos(0 ) xi(eff) n * ^gb (2.29)
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Using (2.28) and (2.29) and following the derivation in Section 2.2, we

ohtain ■ ■ -

I
Ob

r%gCof(VGf-VTf^0
kN^i

1 + 0'.9LA*T' exp{-Tr] C0S(9)
The combination of (2.26), (2.27) and (2.30) then describes

approximately, for strong-inversion conditions in the linear region, the

significance of the grain-boundary orientation illustrated in

Fig. 2.8. The cos(9 ) in (2.30), as well as the Zb(0) dependence, convey

this significance. If 9 > 0°, then Zb < Z and the grain-boundary effect
is ameliorated. If© = 90° (grain boundary parallel to electron flow)1,

then Zb = 0 and the grain boundary does not affect the channel

conductance (although it may enhance source-drain leakage current via

other mechanisms).

qp Bo.
(2.30)

2.5 Experimental Support and Discussion

To support the analysis in this chapter and to identify critical

aspects of it with regard to SOI device and integrated circuit design,

we measured linear-region Ip(Vfif,Vn,T) characteristics of four-terminal
SOI MOSFETs (n-channel) fabricated at Texas Instruments [LA83]. The

polysilicon film is 0.5 pm thick and was laser-recrystallized after

being deposited via LPCVD on a 1-pm-thick layer of silicon-dioxide,

which had been thermally grown on a silicon substrate. The film was

doped by ion implantation of boron that yielded = 2 x 101 cm“J

near the front surface and N^~ 10^ cm-^ at the back surface [LA83].
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+ -8 2The front gate is n polysi 1 icon and CQf - 5.8 x 10 F/cm
(t 600 A). Large devices (Z = L = 40 pm) were selected to preclude

small-geometry effects [AK82],

To avoid complications due to the charge coupling between the front

and back gates [LI83b], a high negative voltage (- 40 V) was applied to

the back gate to ensure accumulation at the back Si-Si0£ interface and
to fix V-j-f. The Ip(Vfif) dependence was measured with Vp - 50 mV at
three temperatures (24° C, 70° C, and 100° C).

2.5.1 Support for the Strong Inversion Analysis

The corresponding channel-conductance characteristics,g(Vgf,T) of a

particular device, which typify the characteristics of identically

processed devices, are plotted in Fig. 2.9. The basic shape of these

plots is the same as that of the theoretical curves in Figs. 2.4

and 2.5, which implies qua!itative support for our analysis. (The

experimental curves and Figs. 2.4 - 2.5 should not be compared

quantitatively because the parameter values used in the calculations are

not necessarily the actual values.)

The support for (2.20) is demonstrated by examination of the

measured g(VGf,T) characteristics within particular ranges of vfif* For
high Vgf (>> V ), g is defined by the numerator of (2.20); the grain¬

houndary effect is negligible. Thus as in the case of conventional

MOSFETs [SZ811, the carrier mobility (ung) follows from the slope of
g(Vfif), i.e., from gm, and the threshold voltage (Vjf) is given by the
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Fig. 2.9 Measured linear-region channel conductance versus (front)
gate voltage of n-channel SOI MOSFET in laser-recrystal 1ized
polysilicon [LA83] at three temperatures. The threshold
voltage is fixed by the back-gate voltage [l.I83b], which was
set at -40V to ensure accumulation at the back Si-SiO?
interface.
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linear extrapolation of the characteristic to the Vgf axis. From
Fig. 2.9 we thereby get_V^ =* 0.10 V and yng - 380 cm^/V-sec at 24° C.
This value of yng is low, and hence implies excessive scattering at the
polysilicon surface, due possibly to high Off [SU80], The lowyng does
not reflect decreased transconductance due to a high surface electric

field [S11803, which we observed only at values of Vgf higher than those
in Fig. 2.9. These interpretations are supported by the temperature

dependence of g in the high-Vgf region. We see in Fig. 2.9 a weak

dependence of Vjf on T and a negative temperature coefficient for yng,
which are consistent with the g(T) characteristics of conventional

Silicon MOSFETs [LE81; GA75]. - .

We see from Fig. 2.9 that Vjf is considerably less than the
electron mobility threshold voltage V^ . Thus there is a significant
range of Vgf (Vjf < Vgf < ^ ) in which the grain boundaries suppress

In. In this case the V gQ term in (2.20) is much greater than unity,
i.e., Vgb >> Vg, and hence g« exp(-gPBo/kT). As long as Vgf < Vy, '?Bq
is high and does not vary significantly with Vgf (see Fig. 2.3). The
positive temperature coefficient for g thus predicted is consistent with

the measured conductance plotted in Fig. 2.9 in this region.

When Vgf > \^ , VBq decreases with increasing Vgf (see Fig. 2.3),
and hence g increases. To analytically describe this increase and to

estimate V^ , we use the approximate W") dependence in (2.15) and the
strong-inversion relationship (2.21). The combination of (2.15),

(2.20), and (2.21) yields a g(Vgf) characteristic that exhibits an

inflection point where gm is maximum. The theoretical and experimental
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plots in Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.9 imply that this maximum is broad.

Therefore we approximate the actual characteristic by the linear

function -

(2.31)

which is tangent to the actual g(Vgf) curve at' the inflection point.
This function then analytically defines v and the effective field-

effect electron mobilitypn(eff) due to the grain boundaries.
The value of VRf at the inflection point is defined by equating to

zero the .second derivative of (2.20) with respect to V^f, using (2.3),
(2.15), and (2.21). ^ We find that at this value, the denominator of

(2.20) is two. Thus (2.31) describes the tangent to g(VRf) at the point
where the'Fpg term in the denominator of (2.20) is unity. This tangent

yields (for Ng >1) — - -

8kTe C ,

s of
(2.32)0.9A*TL

kNdW>
and

(2.33)

We note that the weak dependence of x^ef^j on VRf has been ignored in
the derivation of (2,32) and (2.33). Thus Vy in (2.32) is evaluated by
asstming a representative value for x^^, which depends on as
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discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. We stress that (2.32) and (2.33), which

are based on analytic simplifications of our more general analysis

described in Section 2.2, are merely estimates of Vy and v»n(eff)*
However they are useful in describing the functional dependences of g

and gm on device parameters and temperature, and hence will facilitate

SOI MOSFET design and computer-aided SOI circuit analysis.

We see from (2.33) that the effective electron mobility is

typically higher than ung depending on 1, Ng, and T. The measured
g(vGf) characteristics plotted in Fig. 2.9 when interpreted using (2.31)

yield « 530 cm /V-sec at 24° C, which is considerably higher

than ung. The negative temperature coefficient -for un(eff) implied. by
the data in Fig. 2.9 is consistent with (2.33), which shows that the

temperature dependence is defined primarily by that of yng. Using the
measured value of y^ff) mentioned above and (2.33), we find that

Ng = 50 grains. Since L = 40 pm, this implies a crude estimate of
about 1 ym for the average grain size (yg), which is not unreasonable
for the laser-recrystallized polysilicon film [LA83]. We note finally

that the dependence of wn(eff) on L suggested by (2.33) is consistent
with measurements [NG81] of (effective) electron mobility in laser-

recrystall i zed MOSFETs having different channel lengths. For a given

yg (=L/N with Ng > 1), increases as L is reduced from many
times yg toward yg.

The electron mobility threshold voltage as described in (2.32) is

strongly dependent on N^j and T, as well as on through Vjf [LI83h]
and xi(eff) * The inverse dependence of on NA described in
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Subsection 2.2.1 implies that the difference between -V --and

decreases as increases. The predicted direct dependence on N^j is
consistent with observed decreases in the (apparent) threshold voltage

of polysilicon MOSFETs resulting from hydrogenation [KA80], which is

known to reduce N^j. The inverse dependence of Vy on T suggested by
(2.32) is corroborated by the measured g(VQf,T) data plotted in
Fig. 2.9. At 24° C, the measurements when interpreted using (2.31)

imply Vy = 0.55 V, whereas = 0.10 V. The difference between Vy
and Vjf, based on (2.32), indicates that = 1 x 10 cm (where the
traps are near midgap).

..... We conclude this subsection by .stressing two significant

conclusions drawn from it. First, because (2.31), which is of the same

form as the linear-region conductance expression for the conventional

MOSFET [SZ81], empirically describes well an appreciable region of the

g(vRf) characteristic, for the. SOI MOSFET, V^.. and un(eff) can be easily
misinterpreted as V-^ andung. Such misinterpretations, which evidently
have been made in some previous work^ can lead to misconceptions

regarding SOI and can impede the development of optimal SOI devices and

integrated circuits. Second, even though grain boundaries are effective

in defining.the channel conductance of SOI MOSFETs, the transconductance

can be higher than that of the conventional counterpart; the grain

boundaries are actually beneficial in this regard. Thus perhaps optimal

designs of SOI MOSFETs may not require complete elimination of grain

boundaries.
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£i55gct$Qfoport for the Moderate Inversion Analysis

In.-subsection 2.5.1 we estimated, for a typical device, that the

thhééhSldt voTtage defined by the 1 i near extrapol at ion of the measured

tf(Vgf)the grain boundaries are insignificant (Vgy » --V ) is

Vjf- 0.1 V, and that the electron mobility defined by the slope of the
extrapolation is upg- 380 cm /V-sec. From g(Vgy) that is affected by
the. grain boundaries (Vgy ,> \^), we measured, based on our, model,

12-2V = 0.5 V, NSja 1° cm" (for Ey assumed to be at midgap), and

Ng-="50. 'Note that typically V-j-y = Vyy + nkT/q with n * 3-5 depending
on- -and cof [TS82b]. Thus our strong-inversion measurements imply

Vyy - "0, which is consistent with calculations based on (2.22),- (2.25).
■We^stressi-that the difference between Vy and Vjy can be ignored for the

5trong-=inversion analysis because (Vgy - Vyy) >> kT/q.
T/e~pTot in Fig. 2.6 the g(Vgy) characteristic of a typical device

meásured.:<at-.room temperature. Note especially the lower-Vgy (< Vy)
'~data~which show a nearly exponential dependence on vGf • For comparison
we also show in Fig. 2.6 theoretical g(Vgy) curves that were numerically

a-* ■ «rr -«Bra

derived from (2.20) and (2.22) - (2.25) using the parameter values given

above and = 2 x 10*6 cm“^. We varied Ey and let Nsf = 0, which
0 and (2.25) implies Vpp = -1.9 V. The calculated g(Vgy)

'characteristics also are nearly exponential for low Vgy, even though the
inversion level is not weak. (In weak inversion, the conductance of

single-crystal MOSFETs is exponentially dependent on the gate voltage

because 0p is [TS82b; SW72].) This dependence is due primarily to the

exp(cfy g0/kT) term in (2.20) as implied by the strong dependence of S
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(i.e., the inverse slope) on Ey. As Ey moves from midgap (= E.) toward
the conduction band, S increases; when (Ey-E..) « 0.2 eV, the measured S
is modeled well. Thus the energy level of the grain-boundary traps

significantly affects the channel conductance below the electron

mobility threshold (Vqj: < 1^).
We illustrate in Fig. 2.7 the effect of Nsy on the g(Vgy)

characteristic. The theoretical curves plotted were derived using the

same parameter values for Fig. 2.6 and (Ey-E^) - 0.2 eV. For each value
of Nsy, VpB was calculated from (2.25) using V.^ = 0. Increasing Nsy
tends to suppress the conductance for intermediate values (~ Vy) of vGf ’
but does not significantly affect S. By comparing the calculated curves

11 -2 -1with the measured data, we crudely estimate that ~ 10 cm eV .

Measurements at different temperatures (T = 24°C, 70°C, and 100°C)

indicate that, for intermediate Vgy, both g(Vgy) and S increase with
increasing.!. As T increases from 24°C to 100°C, S increases from

0.25 V/decade to 0.34 V/decade and, at = V = 0.5 V, g increases

from 1.3 x 10“® u to 4.5 x 10"® u . These changes, are consistent with

(2.20) in which, for relatively low Vgy, the expicfFp0/kT) term defines
the predominant dependence on temperature.

2.6 Summary

A physical model that describes the effects of grain boundaries on

channel conductance in SOI MOSFETs has been developed and supported

experimentally. These effects originate when electrons (n-channel

MOSFET) are trapped at localized grain-boundary states, thereby creating
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potential barriers that influence the flow of electrons from source to

drain. The electron trapping depends on the degree of inversion in the

channel and hence on the gate voltage. For sufficiently high VGf» *Bo
is low enough that the grain boundaries are inconsequential with regard

to g and g^. However for lower VGf, the grain boundaries can

predominantly control g and gm and can define: (a) an effective turn-on

(linear-region) characteristic that occurs well beyond the strong-

inversion threshold as illustrated in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5; and (b) a

nearly exponential dependence with gate voltage, as shown in Figs. 2.6

and 2.7, for moderate inversion conditions.

The effective turn-on characteristic, described generally by (2.20)

and approximated by (2.31), is actually a reflection of the "carrier

mobility turn-on", which is controlled by the grain boundaries. It

defines the electron mobility threshold voltage Vy, which exceeds Vjf,
and the effective electron mobilityu, which is“typically higher

than the actual (intragrain) mobility ung. Evidently measurements of Vp
andun(ef^ have been previously misinterpreted as determinations of V-^

andung. Subsequent erroneous conclusions regarding SOI can inhibit the
development of optimal SOI devices and integrated circuits, which, based

on our analysis, possibly need not nor should not be completely void of

grain boundaries.

For moderate-inversion conditions, the drain current, which is

controlled by the grain boundaries, varies nearly exponentially with

gate voltage and the gate-voltage swing needed to reduce the drain

current by one order-of-magnitude depends strongly on the properties of
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the grain boundaries, especially the grain-boundary trap level, and on

thé properties of the Si-SÍO2 interface, i.e., the fast surface-state

density.

Grain boundaries perpendicular to the carrier flow in the channel

maximizes the grain-boundary effects on the conductance as described by

(2.30). In contrast, grain boundaries parallel to carrier flow in the

channel does not affect the conductance ■ (although it may enhance source-

drain leakage current via other mechanisms).



CHAPTER THREE
CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF
LARGE-GRAIN POLYSILICON MOSFETs

3.1 Introduction

In this, chapter, we describe extensions of our previous work that

yield a physical model for the steady-state current-voltage

characteristics of the large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs in all

regions of operation. Hie essence of the extensions is an accounting
for sizable, position-dependent voltage drops across the grain

boundaries that can occur when the device is driven out of the linear

region. The carrier transport through the grain boundaries (viz., over

potential barriers created by carrier trapping) is then nonlinear, and

the channel conduction depends on how the grain boundaries are

distributed between the source and the drain. Although our model

accounts for any number of grain boundaries in the channel, we apply it

herein to the most likely case (in beam-recrystallized VLSI) of an SOI

MOSFET with only one grain boundary. We emphasize the importance of the

position of the grain boundary, as well as its electrical properties, in

defining the current-voltage characteristics.

As in the previous chapter, we assume that thermionic-emission

theory adequately describes the carrier transport over the grain-

boundary potential barriers. Unlike the previous chapter, the use of

49
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the thermionic-emission theory is not well established because the

applied voltage to the grain boundary is much greater than 2kT/q. The

previous analyses [MU61; BA78b] of this problem for polysilicon

resistors are based on assumptions which are generally invalid, e.g.,

that a (constant) fraction of the thermionically emitted electrons are

captured by the grain boundary traps [MU61], or that the charge trapped

at the grain boundary is independent of the grain-boundary voltage drop

[RA78a]. The former assumption is invalid because the rate of the band-

to-trap recombination process is proportional [SZ81] to the

concentration of unoccupied traps and not to the current. The latter

assumption is -invalid because the charge trapped at the grain boundary

can be expressed (see Appendix A) in terms of the electron quasi-Fermi

level, and therefore, it depends on the grain-boundary voltage drop. We

avoid the use of these invalid assumptions by using the physically

reasonable approximation that the electron quasi-Fermi level is nearly

flat on the emitting side of the grain boundary.

These potential barriers, which result from trapped inversion-layer

charge, decrease with increasing inversion level, and hence are

modulated by the gate voltage and vary along the channel when the drain

voltage is high. Consequently grain boundaries near the drain, where

the inversion level is weakest, are most influential. To properly

account for the inversion-level dependence, we necessarily base our

analysis on a MOSFET model [RR78, 81] that is applicable for all

inversion levels.

50
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Model calculations, supported by limited experimental results, show

that grain boundaries generally tend to decrease the conductance (drain

current) of SOI MOSFETs, but can increase the transconductance. Grain

boundaries having a trap density comparable to that (~10^ cm"^)
estimated for typical high-angle boundaries in beam-recrystallized SOI

can, when located near the drain, significantly affect the current-

voltage characteristics of the SOI MOSFET in all regions of operation*

The grain-boundary effect is enhanced as the channel length is

shortened.

n . 3.2 ftialySÍS . - .< -r , r ■

We refer to the n-channel, enhancement-mode large-grain polysilicon

SOI MOSFET illustrated in Fig. 1.1. To emphasize the grain-boundary

effects, we assune that the polysilicon film'is not completely depleted

between the front and back surfaces so that charge-coupling effects

[LI83b] can be ignored (vis-a-vis, the back gate is inconsequential).

We initially assume that the (front) channel comprises Ng grains
separated by (Ng - 1) identical grain boundaries (surfaces)
perpendicular to the carrier (electron) flow. Later we analyze the

likely case of a single grain boundary in the channel (Ng = 2),
emphasizing the importance of its position. The energy-band diagram at

the jth [1 < j< (Ng - 1)] grain boundary, counted from source to drain,
is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for the cases of zero drain voltage (Vq) and
of Vq > 0. When Vq = 0, electrons trapped at localized grain-boundary
states produce the potential barrierTg0 (at each grain boundary), which
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Fig. 3.1 Fnergy-band diagram at jth grain boundary for drain voltage
equal to (a) and greater than (b) zero.
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is determined by the inversion level, vis-a-vis,the (front) gate

voltage Vgf, as we described in the previous chapter. When VR > 0, a

voltage Vg^j is -dropped—across—the jth grain boundary, skewing the
energy-band diagram as illustrated. If Vghj is large enough, it
produces significant changes in the (areal) density of charge 0fiRj
trapped at the grain boundary and in the inversion levels in the

adjacent grains.

3.2.1 Formalism

From Fig. 3.1, for VR > 0,

Vgbj -*J +’bj -"bj (3.1)

1 . r
where Tpj and'Ppj are the potential barriers on the left and right sides

1 Pof the jth grain boundary, and <f> . and 4> . are the electron quasi-FermiJ J

potentials in the left and right adjacent grains. The average electron

densities in the adjacent inversion layers are

ñl = n..exp(qj> 1/kT) (3.2)

ñj = n.exp(q)) J/kT) (3.3)

where n^ is the intrinsic carrier density in silicon. The densities in

(3.2) and (3.3) are related to the inversion layer (areal) charge

densities Qn on the left and right by (2.3).
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The electron transport is controlled by the gate arid drain voltages

through the dependence of Qn on VGf and VD. To characterize this
dependence, as well as the intragrain current, we use the charge-sheet

node! [BR78, BR81J, which is applicable for all levels of inversion. At

an arbitrary (intragrain) point y in the channel,

0n(y) = Qs(y) - 0b(y) (3.4)

where

c|Fcx-(y) n. 0 -i #o

0s(y) - -0^ S(T - 1 + (^iW^sfíy) - V(y)]]}1/¿ (3.5)A

is the charge density in the silicon and

^ sf 1/2
0b(y)“--°rf—TT~ "1] - (3.6)

is the depletion-region charge density. In (3.5) and (3.6), is the

band bending (normal to the front surface), V is the difference between

the electron and hole quasi-Fermi potentials [V(0) = 0, V(L) = where

L is the channel length], and 0p = [2kTe The band bending is
related to VGfr by

os(y) - -cof[vfif - VR -4'sf(y)l (3.7)
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To complete the description of the energy-band diagram in Fig. 3.1,

we ensure that charge is conserved in the vicinity of the grain boundary

0 = -r2cp ñV l1^2UGBj UCFsj BjJ (3.8)

which equates the charge trapped at the jth grain boundary to the

electron charge removed to form the adjacent depletion regions. (We

assime the regions are virtually depleted of free electrons.) Because

the inversion layer is void of holes, the electron capture and emission

rates for the grain-boundary traps must be equal in the steady state,

and hence can be expressed in terms of the electron quasi-Fermi

level Epnj- at the jth grain boundary (see Appendix A):

0
GBj

-qNST

1 + j exp( ET~EFnj■ kT

(3.9)

In (3.9), (ET-Epnj) depends on Vgbj as suggested by Fig. 3.1. This
dependence is, in general, complicated and can be defined only when the

electron transport mechanism(s) is specified. Although many theories

regarding carrier transport through grain boundaries have been purported

(e.g., thermionic emission* diffusion, thermionic field emission), none

can be verified unequivocally because of the complex, variable nature of

the grain boundaries. Thus to avoid undue model complexity, we assume,

as in the previous chapter, that the predominant transport mechanism is

thermionic emission over the potential barrier. This simplifying

assumption is physically reasonable at and above room temperature where
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thermionic' field emission is not probable, and for substantial

(nontrivial) barrier heights, which render diffusion less significant.

The thermionic-emission model, which in fact has functional dependences

similar to the diffusion model, is further consistent with the depletion

approximation, and hence with it yields insightful results commensurate

with the uncertain nature of the grain boundaries.

Referring to Fig. 3.1, we note that if there is a net left-to-right

transport of electrons predominantly by thermionic emission, then Epn
can be assimed to be nearly flat on the left side of the grain boundary;

Vghj- is dropped predominantly on the right side where the (net) emitted
electrons drift away from the grain boundary. Thus in (3.9), er

<ET- W” <ET -Ei> (3-10>

where (Ey-E.¡) gives generally the position of the traps in the energy

gap. We stress that dEpn/dy at the grain boundary is not related to the
current because of the assumptions that the carrier transport is

described by thermionic emission theory and not by diffusion theory.

We have now described, in (3.1) - (3.10), how the energy-band

diagram at a grain boundary changes to reflect the voltage drop Vg^j.
By using physically reasonable approximations, we have avoided the use

of a classical, but generally invalid assumption [MU61] that a

(constant) fraction of the thermionically emitted electrons are captured

by the grain-boundary traps. This commonly used assumption in fact

overly defines the grain-boundary transport problem because the rate of
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the--ba?td-to-trap recombination process is proportional [SZ81] to the

concentration of unoccupied traps and not to the current. We have

furthermore not used another common assumption [BA78a] that Oggj is
independent of vgbj> which is also generally invalid as indicated by
(3.-9)

- Our model for the steady-state current-voltage characteristics of

the large-grain polysilicon MOSFET is completed by: (a) equating the

drain, current IQ to the net thermionic-emission current defined by the

perturbed energy-band diagram at each grain boundary; (b) equating Iq to
the current defined by the charge-sheet model [BR78] applied to each

§rs¿0fc89dd;(c) summing all the grain-boundary and grain voltage drops to

V
The net thermionic-emission current density over the potential

barrier at the jth grain boundary (Fig. 3.1) is [BA78b]

—
, A*T2 r -1 , -r . I1»],, ,, ,Jgbj " -¡¡¿-[ nj exp(- Tr > ' njexp(- th! (3-n)

where A* is the effective Richardson constant for electrons in silicon

2 2(~ 250 A/cm -K ) and Nq is the effective density of states in the

-conduction-band (= 2.9 x 10*9 cm“^ at 300°K). Thus for all j,

■ l\) = Zxi(eff)Jgbj (3.12)

where Z is the channel width. We assume x^f^ (~ 100 A) is constant,
independent of position and bias; ñ reflects changes in the local
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channel conductivity. With (2.3) and (3.1) - (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12)

relate In to Vg^j for the (Ng - 1) grain boundaries.
Using the charge-sheet model [BR78], we now express Iq as a

function of the band bending at the left and right sides of each

grain. For the kth (1< k< N^) grain with length yg^ (L = ygj +

—-^ygNg),
kTv

TD s
gk

Jof {C1 + TF(VGf w^ifk " ^sfk^ ■ iM^^sfk^

tol \2-i 2/ q\3/2 Cftor \3/2 /„,! \3/2-i(fsfk} J TF' 7T7-(Ysfk) ¡ {Tsfk) J (3.13)of

+ CCF r a/2
sfk; a,/'2]}

where u ng is the electron mobility in the intragrain channel. The
combination of (-3.5), (3.7), and (3.13) gives Iq as a function of the

rt 1

voltage drop (the variation in V) along the channel in the
Ip 1kth grain. Since Vk = + vgh(js|(_1) for 2 < k < N , and = 0 and

p

VN = VD> we have related In to Vqk for all the Nq grains.
g

The final relationship needed to define Id(Vq,Vq^) is

(N -1)
%Vn = I VD
j=l gbj

N

I9 v
k=l gk

+ (3.14)
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3.2.2 Numerical Solution

The current-voltage characteristic is evaluated numerically by

solving simultaneously the nonlinear system of equations described by

(2.3) and (3.1) - (3.14), for all j and k. Instead of solving directly

this nonlinear system of equations, we obtain the solutions by first

assigning values for Ig and vGf» and then calculating the corresponding
value of Vg. The advantage of this method is that we avoid the typical

convergence problems of the iterative methods [BU81] for solving

nonlinear system of equations because we only solve many nonlinear

independent equations with one variable.

To illustrate the predictions of our model, we apply it to a

typical (but thick) SOI MOSFET for which = lo*® cnT^, CQy = 5.8 x

10“^ F/cm^ (the gate oxide thickness is 600 A), Z = L = 40 pm, and png =
700 cm^/V-sec. To emphasize the most likely case (in beam-

recrystallized SOI VLSI), we let Ng = 2 (one grain boundary). We plot
in Fig. 3.2, for NSy = 10^ cm-^, Ey = E.¡ (traps at midgap), and ygj =

yg2 = L/2 (grain boundary at middle of channel), the calculated Ig(Vg)
characteristics for several values of (Vgy - Vyy); the threshold voltage

Vyy is the value of VGy yielded by (3.5) and (3.7) when Tsy(V = 0) is
twice the Fermi potential of the silicon film body. We note that VpR
does not need to be specified because it is related to Vyy through (3.5)
and (3.7) evaluated at y=0. For comparison we also plot (dashed curves)

corresponding characteristies for Ng = 1 (no grain boundary). The grain
boundary reduces Ig; as in the linear region (see Chapter Two), its

effect is most significant at low Vgf. In the saturation region,
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Fig. 3.2 Calculated current-voltage characteristics (solid curves) for
typical large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET with one grain
boundary at middle of channel. Without the grain boundary,
the dashed curves derive.
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Ip(sat) can substantially limited, although Vp^sat^ is virtually
unaffected since V(y=L) always equals the drain voltage.

The grain-boundary effect is strongly dependent on N^y. To
illustrate this dependence, we plot in Fig. 3.3 the square-root of

Ip (sat) versus (vGf " vjf) ^or^NST ran9in9 from 0 (no grain boundary) to
2 x 10*2 cm-2^ /\s n .j. increases, the grain-boundary potential barrier

increases, and hence a larger part of VD(sat^ must be dropped across the
boundary to enable Io(sat) to flow through it. For N^y high, In(sat)
reduced considerably even for VGf high.

Because the grain-boundary potential barrier increases as the

adjacent intragrain inversion level decreases, the effect of the grain

boundary will, for Vp > 0, be stronger if the boundary is closer to the

drain. To emphasize this important position dependence, we show in

Fig. 3.4 how the calculated Iq(sa-t)(V^f) characteristic is altered as
the grain boundary, with = 1.2 x 10*2 <^-2^ is shifted toward the

drain. Since Qn ~ 0 near the saturated drain, a grain boundary there is

influential regardless of how high is. A grain boundary near the

source however is significant only for Vgy low. We also see in Fig. 3.4
that the position of the grain boundary is irrelevant for (Vfiy - Vyy)
< .6 V because the inversion 1 ever remains nearly constant along the

channel for this low VGy.
The grain-boundary effect illustrated in Figs. 3.2 - 3.4 is

enhanced as the channel length is shortened. This enhancement is

demonstrated in Fig. 3.5 where we plot the calculated In(sat) ^Gf^
characteristic for different L with Z/L = 1 and y^ ~ L/4. The
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Fig. 3.3 Calculated dependence of drain saturation current, versus
gate voltage, on grain-boundary (at middle of channel) trap
density.
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Pig. 3.4 Calculated dependence of drain saturation current, versus
gate voltage, on grain-boundary position along channel.
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Fig. 3.5 Calculated dependence of drain saturation current, versus
gate voltage, on channel length with grain boundary' L/4 from
drain.
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reduction in current with decreasing channel length results because the

constraint on Ip defined by (3.11) and (3.12) is independent of L, and

hence Vg^ must increase to support higher current densities in the
channel.

To further stress the significance of grain boundaries in large-

grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs, we plot in Fig. 3.6 the calculated

transconductance in the saturation region, 9m(sat) ^ 3(sat)^Gf* ^or
one grain boundary in the middle of the channel having different values

of Ngy. Depending on Vgy, gm(say) can be lower or higher than that for
the grain-boundary-free (NSy = 0) counterpart. At low Vgy, below the
"mobility threshold" (^ ) the grain boundary virtually inhibits current;
thus gm(say) ~ 0. As Vgy increases, the grain-boundary effect is
diminished as the intragrain channel conductance is enhanced, thereby

producing unusually high transconductance (like in the linear region

analysis of Chapter Two). At high Vgy, the grain-boundary effect tends
to subside, and gm(say) approaches that corresponding to NSy = 0.

3.3 Experimental Support and Discussion

To provide experimental support for the analysis, we measured

current-voltage characteristics of large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs

described in Section 2.5.

We find that the measured Iq(sat) is smaller than that of the
theoretical calculations of the corresponding single-crystal counterpart

(Nq = 1), and that this relative difference increases as Vgy
decreases. This result implies qualitative support for our analysis.
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Fig. 3.6 Calculated saturation-region transconductance versus gate
voltage and grain-boundary (at middle of channel) trap
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Unfortunately, quantitative support is not obtained because Ng is not
known exactly.

Additional support for our analyses has been presented by Colinge

et al. [C083], who developed a technique to control the location of the

grain boundaries in SOI MOSFETs. They fabricated two transistors with

the same geometry, one beside the other, one of them with a

perpendicular grain boundary at the middle of the channel, and the other

without grain boundary. They found that In, , for the transistor with
u(sat)

a grain boundary is smaller than that of the transistor without a grain

boundary.
■ We conclude this section by stressing three significant'conclusions

drawn from this analysis. First, because the Ip(Vp) characteristics of
SOI MOSFETs resemble that of the ,single crystal counterpart, the device

parameters can be easily misinterpreted by using direct MOSFETs

theory. Such misinterpretations, which evidently have been made in some

previous work, can lead to misconceptions regarding SOI and can impede

the development of optimal SOI devices and integrated circuits. Second,

because of the variation in the degree of inversion along the channel

produced by Vn, a grain boundary close to drain affects In even at
usat

high VGf. Third, because part of Vp ^ is dropped across the grain(sat)
boundaries, In is reduced,

(sat)

3.4 Summa ry

Using simplifying, but physically reasonable assumptions, we have

modeled the effects of grain boundaries on the steady-state current-
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voltage characteristics of large-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFETs. We have

assumed that the predominant transport mechanism is thermionic emission

over the potential barrier,and we have avoided the use of previous

generally invalid assumptions [MIJ61; BA78a]. - The complexity of the

model is commensurate with the uncertain and variable nature of the

grain boundaries, but its predictions are in general accord with

experimental results. Basically the model shows that grain boundaries

tend to reduce the MOSFET conductance (Ip), but can increase or decrease
the transconductance. Although the grain-boundary effects are most

apparent at low gate voltages, they can be quite significant at higher

gate voltages when the drain voltage-is high, e.g*/ in the saturation

region. Grain boundaries close to the drain are most effective. The

effects are enhanced as the channel length is shortened. ,

Vie have measured current-voltage characteristics of both [LA83]

laser- (Ng >> 1) and graphite-strip-heater- (Ng 2) recrystallized SOI
MOSFETs, and have found general agreement with the model predictions.

Because Ng is not known exactly, it is difficult to make more

quantitative comparisons.

A main conclusion of our work is that a single grain boundary in

the channel can significantly affect the electrical properties of an SOI

MOSFET. Thus although the grain size of beam-recrystallized SOI is

large, the grain boundaries, with randomly varying properties, can pose

problems regarding yield, reproducibility, and reliability of SOI VLSI

that cannot be ignored.



CHAPTER FOUR
ANOMALOUS LEAKAGE CURRENT OF SMALL-GRAIN

POLYSILICON MOSFETs

4.1 Introduction '

Recent laboratory achievements [MA84; MA85] imply that the first

commercial adaptation of three-dimensional integration may be stacked

CMOS VLSI memory chips in which one of the complementary transistors

(usually p^hannel) is fabricated in a- layer of LPCVO polysilicon on

silicon dioxide. Grain-boundary passivation (e.g., via hydrogenation

[SH84]) is required to render the polysilicon MOSFET performance

acceptable for the circuit application, although single-crystal silicon

device characteristics are not needed. The polysilicon transistor is

inferior to the single-crystal counterpart, especially because of

anomalous high leakage current and exceptionally high gate-voltage swing

[0N82; SH84].

In this chapter we model the OFF-state leakage current of the

small-grain polysilicon SOI MOSFET, which we theorize is controlled by

grain-boundary traps. By qualitative deduction, we identify a plausible

physical mechanism underlying the leakage current, and then show that it

is consistent with the anomalously strong dependences on the gate and

drain voltages that have been observed [0N82; SH84; MA85], Such

physical insight can aid the design of polysilicon MOSFETs to control

and minimize the leakage.
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A typical set of measured current-voltage characteristics of an

unpassivated LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET is shown in Fig. 4.1. The

particular device is p-channel and operates in the accumulation mode.

The back gate and the source are grounded. In the OFF state (front-gate

voltage > 0), the film body (grains) is completely depleted of free

carriers, facilitated by grain-boundary trapping of holes. The front
\

surface is inverted for sufficiently high (> ~0), facilitated by

positive charge at the interface. The leakage current (I|_ = Iq in the
OFF region) increases exponentially with Vgf and as a power (> 1) of the
drain voltage VR. lhe device characterized in Fig. 4.1 is long-channel

(32 um), which means that the anomalous I[_(Vgf,Vq') is' not ;a short-
channel effect [AK82]. Other measurements [MA85] reveal that is

virtually independent of the (long) channel length, and that the same

anomalies obtain for other polysilicon MOSFET structures, e.g., the

n-channel inversion-mode device. Passivation of the grain boundaries in

hydrogen plasma [SH84] reduces 1^ by two or three orders of magnitude,
but does not remove the strong dependences on and Vq.

To physically model 1^, we first deduce the most plausible
mechanism producing the leakage by qualitatively eliminating the

possibilities of other significant mechanisms. Although this deduction

is not rigorous, we support the model by demonstrating correlation

between its I]_(VGf,V[)) predictions and measured data. A rigorous

corroboration, which would require comprehensive analyses of all the

possible mechanisms and extensive measurements of special test

structures, is not feasible.



VG( (V)
Fig. 4.1 Measured current-voltage characteristics of an unpassivated

LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET (p-channel, accumulation-mode; Z =
128 urn, L = 32 pm, t f = 500 A, NA = 1016 cm-3). The
polysilicon film is O.lbpm-thick and was deposited via LPCVO
on a 0.5 pm-thick layer of silicon-dioxide. The back gate
and the source are grounded.
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Possibly significant leakage mechanisms in the polysilicon MOSFET

are: .(a) space-charge-1imited flow [R173; SC82] of holes from source to

drain through the (depleted) film body; (b) thermal emission of carriers

[SZ81], via grain-boundary traps, in the depletion region near the

drain; (c) field-enhanced (Poole-Frenkel [GR82]) thermal emission in the

drain depletion region; (d) impact ionization (avalanching) [DU78] in

the drain depletion region; (e) band-band field emission (tunneling)
[RI73] in the drain depletion region; and (f) field emission via grain¬

boundary traps [GR84], or possibly metal precipitates [LEF82], in the

drain depletion region. The measured independence of 1^ on (long)
channel length [MA85] rules out Space-charge-limited flow.■“'■■The -strong

observed dependences of 1^ on Vgf and Vq imply that thermal-emission
current, which depends only , weakly on Vq, is not significant. The
observed saturation of 1^ with increasing Vq^ in Fig. 4.1 is
inconsistent with predominant Poole-Frenkel emission or avalanching.
Furthermore the electric field in the drain depletion region, for the

values of Vgf and VD used in the measurements (Fig. 4.1), is not high

enough to produce significant avalanching or band-band tunneling. We

are thus left with field emission through grain-boundary traps, or metal

precipitates, as the most plausible mechanism underlying the observed

I[_ (VQf ,Vd ). The strong dependence on Vgf further implies that the
predominant field emission occurs near the front surface, in fact

between the p+ drain and the n inversion layer where the electric field

is highest. If the hack surface is inverted, significant field emission

can occur there also.
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Our analysis of the field emission emphasizes grain-boundary traps,

not metal precipitates, for two main reasons. First, neutron activation

analyses [SH85] of the LPCVD polysilicon reveal concentrations

(< 10^ cm"3) of metallic impurities comparable to those in bulk silicon

and much lower than the grain-boundary trap density. Second, the grain
boundaries getter metallic impurities, which tends to prevent the

formation of metal precipitates.

In the next section, we develop an analytic model for the trap-

assisted field-emission current in the LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET. To

support the model, we compare its predictions of 1^(,VD) with
measured data rfrom p-channel accumulation-mode'and n-channel inversion-

mode devices. Good correlation is shown, and field emission at the back

surface is suggested as the mechanism underlying the minimization of the

leakage current at relatively low values of vGf 1 ike that illustrated in

Fig. 4.1. Insight regarding the physics underlying the anomalously

strong ^(Vq^Vq) dependences is readily provided by the model, and

implies design criteria to control I|_ in polysilicon MOSFFTs.

4.2 Leakage Current Model

To develop a physical model for the leakage current in the LPCVD

polysilicon MOSFET, we consider the p-channel accumulation-mode device,
the basic structure of which is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The leakage
current in other polysilicon devices, e.g., the inversion-mode MOSFET

[0N82], can be described basically by the same model as we discuss

later. The accumulation-mode device is of interest because it can be
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designed to have reasonably low threshold voltages [SH84; MA85]. Such

design depends on the complete depletion of the small (~ 1000 A) grains

in the body via carrier trapping at localized grain-boundary states

[8A78a; SH84]. The OFF state of the device then obtains in the absence

of an accumulation layer under the gate; the surface is either depleted

or inverted. Our model is based on the latter, more prevalent surface

condition, and hence describes the anomalous strong dependences of the

leakage current on the gate and drain voltages [0N82; SH84].

As discussed in Section 4.1, the leakage current is assumed to

originate via field emission through grain-boundary traps (bound states)

at the drain junction.. Because of ¡ the complete depletion of the body,

this emission occurs predominantly at the surface under the gate in the

depletion region between the p+ drain and n inversion layer. This

conclusion is consistent with the observed strong dependence of the

leakage current on the gate voltage. Although band-band tunneling in

this surface region would occur only at very high electric fields

[RI73], substantial field emission can occur at low fields because of

the high density of grain boundary traps in the LPCVD polysilicon. To

enable an analytic description of this emission, we assume that the

traps are monoenergetic (at Ey in the energy gap) and uniformly
distributed in space [KA72; DE80; DE84] (with trap density Ny = 2N^y/dQ
where NSy is the grain-boundary areal trap density and dG is the average
columnar grain size).

The critical region of the device described above is illustrated in

Fig. 4.2. It is the depletion region near the surface between the p+
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Fig. 4.2 Critical depletion region between the drain and the inversion
layer with important electric field components in (4.11)-
(4.13) indicated.
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drain and the n inversion layer. Because of the lateral diffusion of

the drain under the gate, the inversion extends into the drain region
with complicated geometry. Thus the effective cross-sectional area of

the n-p+ junction is difficult to define. The electric field in this

region, which governs the field emission, is two-dimensional

[FR69; TE84] (for wide channels) depending on both the gate and drain

voltages, and VQ. Following a previous analysis [FR69] of the bulk

MOSFET in the saturation region, we will treat this complex two-

dimensional problem empirically, which enables us to model the field

emission processes as occurring predominantly parallel to the surface

(i n the y-direction). This simplification is commensurate with device

ambiguities, yet yields a model that is consistent with experimental

results and hence is insightful.

The energy-band diagram in the region, including the grain-boundary

trap level, is sketched (versus y) in Fig. 4.3. Maintaining the degree

of complexity implied above, we assume that the electric field in the

y-direction, Fy = (dE^/dyl/q, is constant in the depletion (barrier)
region, and that the electrons (or holes) tunnel through the barrier via

the traps at constant energy [GA70; R0771.

The leakage current derives then from the combined net field

emission of holes, IyV, from the traps to the valence band in the drain

region, and of electrons, IyG, from the traps to the conduction band in
the inversion region. For traps within an incremental width (dy) of the

depletion region (see Fig. 4.3) [GA70; R077; GR84],
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Fig. 4.3 Electron energy-band diagram along the surface between the
(n) inversion layer and the (p ) drain.
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di
TV

q(l - fT)NTZxedy
(4.1)

and

d(’ITC)“
qfTNTZxedy

tTC (4.2)

the rates of the respective inverse processes are negligibly small for

the nonequilibrium conditions of interest (e.g., |VD| >> kT/q). In
(4.1) and (4.2), Z is the channel width of the MOSFET, xe is an
effective depth of the junction region (see Fig. 4.2), fy is the
electron occupancy factor of the traps, and tyV and tjq are the time
constants for hole and electron tunneling respectively, which depend

on Fy and Ey as we discuss later.
'

In the steady state, the number of trapped electrons is constant,

and hence in the absence of significant thermal emission, dlyy =

d(-Iyc). Equating (4.1) and (4.2) then, we have

f
T

TC

tTC + T
TV

(4.3)

The incremetal field-emission current is given by the combination of

(4.1) or (4.2) with (4.3). The total (leakage) current is then

expressed by integrating the result over that portion of the depletion

region across which valence band-trap-conduction band carrier

transitions at constant energy are possible (see Fig. 4.3):
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IL= lZxeNT /
*<V dy

y(ECn) tK +XTV
(4.4)

Since we assume that F is constant in the depletion region,

f ~ Í-L EVp ~ ECn
y " w " qLy(Evp) -y(ECn)J (4.5)

where <(>D is the potential barrier height and. W is the width. The

tunneling time constants are thus independent of y also, and (4.4) can

be written as

•l- ZxeNT(,-
TC

+ X
TV
-)(• ÍV&.

- E
Cn.

(4.6)

Because the leakage current is low, little voltage is dropped

across the inversion layer; Vq is dropped across the drain depletion
region as indicated in Fig. 4.3:

-Fp
- E

Fn q|Vr (4.7)

For | Vq I greater than a few tenths of a volt then, we note that the

quasi-Fermi level separation in (4.7) equals approximately (EVp - ECn)
in (4.6). Thus

TC
+ T

TV
-)(-

t IL - qZx^- (4.8)
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The time constants t yg and xyy reflect the probability per unit

time that a trapped carrier will tunnel through a triangular barrier,

defined by Ey as shown in Fig. 4.3j to its respective band. Based on

the WKB approximation [R077; SZ81; GR84],

4(2m*)1/2(Ey - E )3/2
tTVs T0VexP[ 3qhF ^ (4*9)

and

4(2m*)1/2(Ec - Ey)3/2
tTC~ T0CeXp(- 3qhF ^ (4.10)

where and mn are the appropriate [LU72; GR84] effective masses for
the tunneling holes and electrons (mp = mn = 0.2 mg [GR84] where mQ is
the free electron mass), and where xgy.and xgg are effective carrier
transit times in the valence and conduction bands, which we assume to be

constants [LU72]. For a parabolic barrier [R077; SZ81], the numerical

constant in the'exponential argument is different (lower). The effect

of the barrier shape on I|_ can thus be studied by varying the effective

masses in (4.9) and (4.10), which in fact cannot be unequivocally
defined [LU72; GR84].

We stress that the field-emission current IL in (4.8) is
predominant because of the high density Ny of traps that increase
substantially the tunneling probability, conveyed by (4.9) and (4.10),
over that for band-band tunneling [SZ81], To complete the model for IL
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defined by (4.8)-(4.10)we must describe Fy in terms of VGf and VD. As
discussed with reference to Fig. 4.2, the electric field in the

depletion region at the surface, and indeed the two-dimensional region

itself are virtually impossible to describe analytically. However an

empirical description, commensurate with our one-dimensional field-

emission model, can be given based on a previous analysis [FR69] of the

bulk MOSFET in the saturation region.

With reference to Fig. 4.2 three "components" of Fy can be
identified [FR69]:

(4.ÍÍ)

In the empirical representation (4.11), Fj is the electric field that
exists in the absence of the gate; i.e., F^ is due to the depletion
charge in the reverse-biased drain junction. The presence of the gate

produces fringing electric fields F¿ and F3: F2 is due to the gate-drain
potential drop and F3 is due to the potential difference between-the
drain end of the inversion layer and the gate. Following [FR69], which

has been supported experimentally. [BR81], we assume that F2 and F3 are
proportional to the respective normal electric fields at the surface

(see Fig. 4.2):

(4.12)

t
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F3 “ *FS (4.13)

wherea ande are constant "field-fringing factors".

At the p+ drain side of the depletion region, the surface potential

i s nearly zero, and

fd~ _

$ ~ G

Of
‘VGf “ VD " ^MS + CQf^ (4.14)

where CQf is the (front) gate oxide capacitance, Off is the fixed charge
4-

density at the (front) Si-SiC^ interface, and is the gate-p+
silicon work function difference. For an n+ polysilicon gate,

+

^MS ~ “EgAl where Eg 1S tlie silicon energy gap. At the inversion-layer
side of the depletion region,

F* = -
S e

Of (VGf *MS + C

Qff Enff ._£)
of q (4.15)

since the potential drop between the end of the (strong) inversion layer
and the source region (V«j = 0) is about Eg/q.

Using the one-dimensional analysis of the reverse-biased p-n

junction [SZ81], we express

F1 = (4.16)
s

as an average value of the y-dependent electric field in the depletion

region between the p+ drain and the n inversion layer. In (4.16), ñ is

defined by (2.3) and (2.21),
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'of
qx i(eff)

(VGf " VTf) (4.17)

where x^gff) is the inversion layer thickness (~ 100 A) defined in
i

Section 2.2.1 and Vyy is the strong-inversion threshold voltage of the

MOS structure, the characterization of which depends not only on the

structural properties but also on the polysilicon film properties, e.g.,

Nst, Ey, and dG [KA72]. The potential barrier height 4p (see Fig. 4.3)
is defined by Vp and the surface potential in the inversion layer. For.

strong inversion,

(4.18)

The combination of (4.8)-(4.18) gives an analytic description of I|_
and its dependences on Vgy and Vp for the p-channel accumulation-mode

polysilicon MGSFET. The control of by the grain boundaries is

conveyed by Ny (= ¿N^y/dp) and Ey (relative to the band edges) in the
i D+model. The parameters CQy, Vyy, <¡>¡¡¡,5, Qyf, and x^eyy^ are defined by

the MOSFET structure, or can be estimated. The field-fringing factors a

and 0, and xe must be estimated or evaluated through comparisons of

model predictions and measured data; they control the relative

significance of Vgy and VR in determining Iy. The transit times tpy and
t qq associated with the field emission are in effect normalization

factors for the tunneling time constants; they have been characterized

from first principles [LU72], although not accurately. The model
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therefore actually predicts the normalized »VD^ dependences;
absolute measured values however could be matched by assigning proper

values tOTQy andTQQ.
The model does indeed predict the general ^(Vef*^) dependences

exemplified in Fig. 4.1. To demonstrate this correlation and to

indicate the physical insight afforded, we plot in Fig. 4.4 the

calculated leakage current versus Vgy and Vg for a device similar to the
one measured. Quantitative comparisons of the theoretical and

experimental characteristics should not be made because actual values of

many of the model parameters are unknown. In the calculations, we used

Z = 128 um (L is irrelevant) and CQy = 6.9 x 10"^ F/cm^ (= e0y/t0f with
tQX = 500 A) corresponding to the device measured. We chose xe = 500 A,
greater than x.¡(eff) but less than the extent of the lateral drain
diffusion, and a = 0.2 and 0 = 0.6, crude values based on the bulk'

M0SFET model [FR69], We let tgy = tgg = tq = 10"^ sec, a crude
estimate derived experimentally [GR84], and Ny = 2 x 10^ cnT^, which
corresponds to N$y = 10^ crrf^ and dg = 1000 A. We put Ey at midgap.
We characterized vjy = Vyg - Qyy/C0y with Qyy/q = 10^ cm“^ and Vyg = 0

i
_ i

V, which yield Vyy = -2 V. [We stress that Vyy is the strong-inversion
threshold voltage, in contrast to the turn-ON threshold voltage (for

strong accumulation), which is about -4 V as indicated in Fig. 4.1.]
From (4.6) we note that I|_ is directly proportional to the factor

ZxeNy/r g, and hence changes in these parameters simply alter the

magnitude of and not shape of the semi-logarithmic

characteristics in Fig. 4.4. Pdditional calculations show also that the
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Fig. 4.4 ciliated leakage current
tages for a p-channel acc
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shape of I|_(VQf) not strongly dependent on a ande. Variations in

the oxide capacitance CQf, however, produce significant changes in

Il(VGf), primarily because of its influence on Fj described by (4,16)
and (4.17). Similar changes are produced by variations in Vjf, or Vjq
as shown by the calculations plotted in Fig. 4.5. The leakage is most

sensitive to Vgf just above threshold for strong inversion; well above

threshold (high Vq^), Fy in (4.11) is high and the tunneling time
constants tjV and t-j-q in (4.9) and (4.10) tend toward minimum values

(tq), thereby causing to approach a value independent of VGf.
The calculated dependence of on the trap level Ej is illustrated

in Fig. 4.6.- As-can be inferred from (4.9) and (4.10), traps near

midgap are most effective in the field-emission processes; shallow traps

do not facilitate carrier tunneling to the opposite band. We note that

Ej could possibly be inferred from measurements of the slope of the

IL(VQf) characteristic.

Although the model predictions can be brought into close agreement

with the measured leakage current by altering parameter values, the

benefit of doing so is questionable because of the uncertainty in the

actual physical structure and parameters of the device. For example,

variations in the shape of the potential barrier in the drain depletion

region, and/or in the effective masses in (4.9) and (4.10) can result in

considerable changes in the predicted IiJvGf’VD) characteristics. Such
changes are illustrated in Fig. 4.7 where we plot the calculated

II(VGf,Vq) with mp = mn varying from 0.1 mQ to 0.5 mQ. We note
however from the calculations plotted in Figs. 4.4-4.7 that the measured
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Fig. 4.5 Calculated variation of ^Gf^ f°r different (strong-
inversion) threshold voltages Mjr = Vtq - Off/Cnf (with
Off/^of = 2.3 V).
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Fig. 4.fi Calculated dependence of IL(VGf) on the grain-boundary trap
energy level Ey.
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VG( (V)

Fig. 4.7 Calculated dependence^ of IL(Vfif) 0n tunneling carrier
effective masses mp = mn*

L
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¡L(vGf»V[j) characteristics in Fig. 4.1 could be simulated well by the
model with physically reasonable parameter values.

The plots in Figs. 4.4-4.7, as well as the data in Fig. 4.1 which

indeed reflect the general I^Gf »VD^ dependences seen in a variety of
LPCVD polysilicon MOSFETs, show that I|_ varies predominantly
exponentially with Vgy (> Vyy) for a given value of Vp. This dependence
results from the exponential dependence of fyy and xyg on Fy expressed
in (4.9) and (4.10). The dependence- of I[_ on Vp is also strong, as

emphasized by the calculations of Fig. 4.4 replotted in Fig. 4.8. For a

given value of Vgy (> Vy), 1^ varies as |Vg|m where m ~ 1-10. This
dependence follows from (4.8) and the implicit dependences on Vp of Fy
and tyg and TyV. Note that m decreases with increasing Vgy and |Vpj|.
The predicted m vs. Vgy variation can be seen in the measured data in

Fig. 4.1, although the m vs. |Vq| variation cannot. This discrepancy
appears to be due to (trap-assisted) avalanching in the drain depletion

region that causes the measured leakage current to increase abruptly as

IVQ| approaches ~ 10 V. We note further that the measured m (1-5) for

all the devices is lower than that calculated, which could indicate that

the effective masses in (4.9) and (4.10) are lower than 0.2 mQ as we

assumed, or that the potential barrier is more parabolic than linear.

Additional calculations reveal that the effective masses must be reduced

by about an order of magnitude to bring m down to the measured value.

Then to retain theoretical-experimental agreement for the absolute value

of I|_, the effective carrier transit times in (4.9) and (4.10) must be

reduced by three to four orders of magnitude. Higher values of a and

lower values of 3 also weaken the dependence of 1^ on Vn.
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Fig. 4.8 Calculated MvGf»vn) characteristics emphasizing the
dependence on drain voltage Vp.
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Additional support for the field-emission model for I|_ is obtained
from consideration of the influence of the back-gate bias Vg^. This
influence is related to the minimization of the leakage current at low

Vgf depicted in Fig. 4.1. As Vgf is reduced to switch the device from
OFF to ON (accumulation), the measured leakage current reaches a minimum

value, whereas the calculated current continues to be reduced

monotonically. This simply indicates that the field emission in our

model is insignificant at this point, and the actual minimum leakage

current is produced by another mechanism, possibly field emission via

grain-boundary traps near the back surface where positive interfacial

charge- could indeed cause inversion with the back gate grounded

(VGb = 0). The minimum measured currents in Fig. 4.1 show a strong

dependence on Vg like our model predicts, and hence we surmise that they

result from field emission near the back surface. We note further that-

the value of Vgf at which the minimum I|_ obtains decreases as Vg
increases. This implies that the dependence on Vg of the field-emission
current at the back surface is weaker than that of the front-surface

current, which, based on our model, is a result of the thicker back-gate

(underlying) oxide.

Measured Ig(Vgf,vGb) characteristics for a hydrogenated n-channel
inversion-mode LPCVD thin-film polysilicon MOSFET, with Vg = 5V, are

plotted in Fig. 4.9. For Vgf << 0 (OFF region), Ig (= 1^) is
independent of Vg^ and increases exponentially with |Vgf| in accordance
with our model. For low Vg^ (near the minimum Ig), with Vg^ < 0 which
implies that the back surface is accumulated, Ig increases with |Vg^|
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Fig. 4.9 Measured current-voltage characteristics of a hydrogenated
IPCVD polysilicon MOSFET (n-channel, inversion-node; Z =
ion um, L = 10 u n, tof = 400 A , = 3 x 1016 cm"-3). The
polysilicon film is 0.17 vm-thi ck and was deposited via LPCVD
on a 0.5um-thick layer of silicon-dioxide.
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and could be simulated well by our field-emission model applied to the

back surface, ^(Vq^.Vq). The dependence of the back-surface leakage
current on (< 0) is not as strong as I[_(VGf) in Figs. 4.1 and 4.9
because of the thicker back-gate oxide (> 5000 A) and the high (> 0)

threshold voltage for accumulation. Note that In also increases with

VQb (> 0) because of back-surface inversion.
Thus the data in Figs. 4.1 and 4.9 are consistent with our field-

emission model for leakage current. The minimizations of the Ig(VQf)
characteristics reflect significant back-surface conduction, which for

the OFF condition at the back can be accounted for by field emission via

grain-boundary traps.

4.3. Summary

An analytic model for field emission via grain-boundary traps in

the surface depletion region at the drain has been developed to explain

the anomalous leakage current observed in LPCVD polysilicon MOSFETs. To

derive an insightful model, simplifying approximations, commensurate

with the uncertain device morphology, were made. Corroboration of the

model was given by showing consistency hetween measured data and

predicted dependences of the field-emission current on the gate and

drain voltages. Such consistency was demonstrated by using physically

reasonable model parameter values. The analyses imply that field

emission via grain-boundary traps in the drain depletion region near the

surface could be the predominant mechanism controlling the leakage

current in the LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET (for V^ > Vjf). Field emission
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near the back surface can be prevalent in the thin-film device when the

front surface is depleted.

Although the model was developed based on the p-channel

accumulation-mode device shown in Fig. 1.2, it is in essence applicable

to other polysilicon MOSFET structures. For example, in the n-channel

inversion-mode device, the predominant leakage current flows when the

(front) surface is accumulated; it results from field emission through

grain-boundary traps between the p accumulation layer and the n+
drain. In describing the leakage in this device, structural differences

between it and the device in Fig. 1.2 must of course be accounted for.

For example, with the back gate grounded (with the source) the tendency

toward inversion at the back surface of the n-channel transistor

suggests a different component of leakage current (drift/diffusion of

electrons from source to drain in the back channel) than that discussed

for the p-channel transistor, but one that saturates as the drain

voltage is increased and the channel is pinched off [BR81; SZ81]. This

suggestion is supported by measured data in [0N82].

Our model for the trap-assisted field emission implies how the

leakage current in polysilicon MOSFETs can be controlled and reduced.

Obviously reducing the grain-boundary trap density, via hydrogenation

for example, will decrease I|_. Less obvious though is the implication
that will decrease as the electric field in (4.11) is reduced. Based

on the model, F^ can be reduced by (a) decreasing the doping density in
the drain, (b) increasing the gate oxide thickness, and (c) using a p+
gate (for the p-channel MOSFET). The modification (a) can be
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accomplished by using an LDD (Lightly Doped Drain-source) structure,

which is widely used to reduce the hot-electron effects in' bulk MOSFETs

[0G80], with perhaps an optimal doping density [TE84]. We have

experimentally observed that the leakage current of polysilicon MOSFETs

is indeed reduced when the doping level in the source/drain region is

decreased. The oxide spacer used to realize the LDD structure has the

additional benefit of reducing the lateral diffusion of source/drain

dopants, which is important in realizing short-channel-length devices.

It is interesting to note that it has also been observed leakage

current-voltage characteristics [SH85] for bulk MOSFETs with buried n+

source/drains similar to; those shown in this chapter for polysilicon

MOSFETs. Transistors having a buried n+ source/drain have a high defect

density near the drain junction because of the proximity of the buried-

oxide periphery. These traps could be responsible for field emission in

these bulk MOSFETs like the grain-boundary traps in a polysilicon

transistor, thereby leading to strong dependences of the leakage current

on gate and drain voltages.



CHAPTER FIVE
SUBTHRESHOLD BEHAVIOR OF THIN-FILM

SMALL-GRAIN POLYSILICON MOSFETs

5.1 Introduction

The main disadvantages of the small-grain polysilicon MOSFET

compared with the single-crystal counterpart are the anomalous high

leakage current and the exceptionally high gate-voltage swing [0N82;

SH84], both of which can be controlled sufficiently to permit viable

circuit applications. - ■ r/....... _cr;

In the previous chapter we presented a physical model for the OFF-

state leakage current based on field emission via grain-boundary traps

in the depletion region at the drain. In this chapter we analyze the

ON-state conduction properties of the thin-film LPCVD (small-grain)

polysilicon MOSFET. We describe, for all bias conditions, the channel

charge density at the source in terms of the grain-houndary properties

and the device parameters, accounting for the charge coupling between

the front and back gates [LI83b; BA83], Based on this description, we

characterize the drain current, assumed to be predominantly diffusion,

in the subthreshold region and the threshold voltage. The model

predictions are supported by current-voltage measurements, and physical

insight regarding the effects of hydrogenation on the grain boundaries

is revealed.

97
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Previous analyses [KA72; DE80,82; LE82a; C082,83,84; LI83b,84a;

BA83] of thin-film SOI MOSFETs have accounted for the effects of grain

boundaries or the effects of the charge coupling between the front and

back gates, but they have not accounted for both. Most of the research

[LE82a; 0082,83,84] concerning the effects of grain boundaries in

MOSFETs has focused on large-grain (recrystallized) polysilicon. The

early work of Kami ns [KA72] for small-grain polysilicon MOSFETs

concentrated mainly on the threshold voltage without analyzing the drain

current. The recent work of Depp, et al. [DE80,82] for small-grain

polysilicon MOSFETs studied the drain current and the threshold voltage,

hut like Kami ns's work, it did not analyze the subthreshold drain

current and the consequences of fabricating the devices in thin films.

We derive in Section 5.2 theoretical descriptions of the

subthreshold drain current and the threshold voltage of the thin-film

small-grain polysilicon MOSFET, which reveal the physical influence of

grain boundaries in the channel and of the charge coupling between the

front and back gates. The results are described in terms of the front-

and back-gate voltages, the device parameters, and the grain-boundary

properties. The analysis is used as a basis for discussing the

superthreshold current-voltage characteristics, with emphasis on the

grain-boundary and charge-coupling effects.

The analysis comprises the following: a) a numerical solution of

the one-dimensional Poisson equation with mixed boundary conditions at

the front and back interfaces, which accounts for charge trapped at

grain boundaries; b) the assumption, based on previous work [KA72;
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DE80,§2!] That the grain boundaries in small-grain polysilicon can be

analyzed as traps uniformly distributed in silicon; c) the description

hr'thÉT'stib threshold drain current, which is assumed to be predominantly

diffusibfffor drain voltages substantially higher than kT/q; and d) the

characterization of the threshold voltage obtained from the derived

dependence of the channel charge density on the gate voltage.

Si nee-the space-dependence of the electric field and the potential

in the film is not needed [C070] to define the areal charge densities in

the MOSFET, we do not solve Poisson's equation completely. Instead we

use it and the boundary conditions to formulate a nonlinear system of

e'qüatií1om, :<which we solve numerically to describe the electric field and

potential" "at the front and back surfaces. To obtain the numerical

solution, we develop a "two-dimensional" bisection method [8U81].

'Although this method is not as fast computationally as Newton-Raphson

f'B081-3n,’~W use it because it avoids the problems of convergence that

typically occur when Newton-Raphson is applied to complex problems.

Main conclusions drawn from the analysis are: a) the subthreshold

gate-voltage swing depends strongly on grain-boundary properties, and

weakly on the front-gate-back-gate charge coupling effects; b) the

threshold ~vbltage depends strongly on grain-boundary properties and on

charge-coupling effects; c) the charge-coupling effects decrease as the

grai n-boundary trap density, the thickness of the film, or the film

doping concentration increases.

To support the analysis and to stress its importance, we compare in

Séction 5.3 model predictions with measured current-voltage
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characteristics of thin-film LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET's fabricated at

Texas Instruments, Inc. [SU84; SH85]. The theoretical-experimental

agreement is good, and in addition to indicating properties of the grain

boundaries in these devices, it exemplifies how the charge-coupling

effects must be accounted for to avoid errors in interpreting electrical

measurements. Such errors can obscure essential criteria for achieving

optimal designs of SOI devices and integrated circuits.

The theoretical-experimental studies reveal very low carrier

mobility in the channel of the LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET, which is

increased by hydrogenation. Based on the results, physical mechanisms

possibly responsible for the low mobility are discussed.

5.2 Analysis

We assume, based on studies [KA72; DE80,82] of small-grain

polysilicon MOSFET's, that, the grain-boundary traps can be accounted for

as if they were uniformly distributed in silicon. We refer to the four-

terminal p-channel accumulation-mode SOI MOSFET illustrated in Fig. 1.2;

and we account, in contrast with previous works [KA72; DE80,82] for the

charge-coupling effects [LI83b,84a; RA83] between the front and back

surfaces.

We first analyze the subthreshold current-voltage

characteristics. For weak-accumulation conditions and for drain

f
voltages Vq (relative to the source) substantially greater than kT/q,
the holes in the channel flow predominantly by diffusion [LI83a].

Therefore, the drain current, governed by only the front surface
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conduction (the back surface is assumed to be depleted or inverted), is

[LI83a; SW72]

Z kT ns
L upf q °pf (5.1)

where Z is the channel width, L is the channel length, Ppf is hole
mobility (the characterization of which we discuss later), and 0j>f is
the hole accumulation-layer areal charge density at the source. In

writing (5.1), we have assumed that the accumulation-layer charge

density at the drain is much smaller than Qpf, which obtains in weak-
accumulation operation.- Based on classical MOSFET theory [C070], we

express Qpf, for all accumulation conditions, as

0
s

pf
/sf q(p-p )

- I —
o r

(5.2)

where i()sf is the front surface potential at the source, (p-p0) is the
excess hole concentration, and F = --$-is the electric -field normal todx

the surface. Note that the applicability of (5.2) requires that p=pQ
OfiA 0) at some point in the film, which is consistent with our

assumption that the back surface is not accumulated.

For given front and back gate voltages and Vfib, is
characterized by a one-dimensional solution of Poisson's equation with

mixed boundary conditions at the front and hack interfaces. Instead of

solving this differential equation completely for the space-dependence
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of F and-\|> [BA80.83] we use (5.2) and evaluate the boundary conditions

and the back surface potential i^) by solving a system of
nonlinear equations as described in the following subsections.

5.2.1 Formalism

We refer to the one-dimensional representation of the MOSFET shown

in Fig. 5.1, applied at the source. Using thin-film MOSFET theory

[LI83b,84a] we write the following mixed boundary conditions:

VGf " TR
, L esFsf
^sf “CST V

(5.3)

and

VGb • VFR 8*sb
e sFsb
Cob

(5.4)

where Fgf and Fs[5 are the front- and back-surface electric fields, CQf
f f

and CQb are the front- and back-gate oxide capacitances, and Vpg =
^ff b h Ofb

-

0— and Vpg = — are the front- and the back-gate
of ob

(conventional) flatband voltages; and $$5 are the front and the back

gate-body work-function differences, and Off and 0f^ are the fixed
charge densities at the front and back Si-SiO2 interfaces respectively.

With (5.3) and (5.4), Poisson's equation,

dx
2

s
(5.5)
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Fig. 5.1 One dimensional representation of the thin-film MOSFET
applied at the source. Although the front gate is typically
polysilicon, it is labeled M to simplify the notation.
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wherep is the charge density

p = q(p - n - Na + n|q - N-a) , (5.6)

could be solved (numerically) to yield F(x) and^(x), and thus p(x) and

Q*f in (5.2). In (5.6), NA is the acceptor doping concentration,

P = n^HPl-Tr) H P0exp(- kf> (5.7)

is the hole concentration,

n = n.exp(-~-~) = nQexp(-3^)

is the electron concentration

N.
TA

TA
•, , /ETA'EFnl+exp(——)

(5.8)

(5.9)

is the concentration of occupied (negative) grain-boundary acceptor

traps Ny^ at a monoenergetic level Ej^, and

N
TD

TO EF~ETD
1+exp (-%IH)

(5.10)

is the concentration of empty (positive) grain-boundary donor traps Njq
at a monoenergetic level Ej^; Ep is the Fermi level (at the source).
The trap densities NyA and NyD are related to the grain-boundary surface
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State (areal) density Ngy by Ny = 2Ngy/dg where dg is the average grain
size as described in the previous chapter. With reference to (5.2)

then, we stress that pQ and n0 (= nf/p0) are the carrier densities that
would obtain in the film if p = 0.

Instead of solving (5.5) directly, we use it to derive two

equations that, when combined with (5.3) and (5.4), yield sufficient

information to characterize Qpf(Vgy, Vgb). To do this we must first
express p in terms of . We relate Ep to by .

Ep - E. + q)> Fo = qp (5.11)

where <() p0 is the Fermi potential in the film when p = 0, i.e., when

p = p0 and n = nQ: (})p0 = (kT/q)l n(p0/n.j). Now substituting (5.11) into
(5.9) and (5.10), we obtain

and

(5.12)

(5.13)

where

Ex. - E • + qbTA i

KjaA_ exp( kT (5.14)
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and

„ , ~^TD~<^ Fo \KjDA exp( kT ) (5.15)

Finally, combining (5.6)-(5.8), (5.12), and (5.13), we get

pfo) = q(Poexp(- ^) - nQexp(-^r) - Nft

N.
TD ^TA

-4

l+KTDexp(-^r) l+KTAexp(- -^r)
^ ^

Now following conventional MOSFET theory [C070], we rewrite

Poisson's equation:

df_
d|>

% (t )
e (5.17)

and then integrate fromtsf tot to obtain

F2 - F2f = G2(t) - G2(t$f) (5.18)

where

g2(*)4 /
S

(5.19)
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Substituting (5.16) into (5.19) and performing the integration, we get

G2(*') = f^-{P0[exp(- Í.) - 1] + no[exp(-^) - 1]

+ NA kT " NTD^kT ’ 1og^ + KTDexp{kf^'1

+ ^TA^kT’+ + ^TAex^~ "kT^-^ ' (5.20)

Integration of (5.18), using a separation of variables technique, then

yields

x = f A (5.21)
^sf/ F(;f-G2(|>sf)-K52(ii> )

which defines the spatial dependence of t(x) in terms of and

Evaluation of (5.18) and (5.21) at the back interface (x^, t=^sh>
and F=Fst3) defines two relationships that with (5.3) and (5.4)
constitute a system of equations fori{>sf, i|>sb, Fsf, F$b:

Fsf - G2(*sf> ■ 4 - s2'*sb> <5-22>

and

*
= /

'P

sb
-dp

sb’V^fo^-G2^ )
(5.23)
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where tb is the film thickness.
We stress that ‘the simultaneous solution of (5.3), (5.4), (5.22)

and (5.23) yields i|>sf, if>sb, Fsf and Fsb, without requiring the
evaluation of the x-dependence of F and » which in fact could be

obtained by using (5.18) and (5.21). The solution we obtain, in

particular and F$f for given and Vgb, can then be used in
combination with (5.2) and (5.18) to give 0pf(Vgf, Vfih), which is valid
for all levels of accumulation.

5.2.2 Numerical Solution

The system of equations (5.3), (5.4), (5.22) and (5.23) can be

reduced to two equations, in which the unknown variables are *sf and

ii»sb, by substituting (5.3) and (5.4) into (5.22) and (5.23)

respectively:

C .

I^v
S

Gf'VFb -*sfn2 - G2(*sf) - r_2k(v - VL OvGb vTB ‘♦sb^

+ ^sb>* ^sf^sb* = 0 (5.24)

and

*sb
{ ■ 4- 92<*sf •*sb> * 0 <5-25>

s
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where g^(t|> sb) and 92^ sf ^ sb) have been defined to make a compact
notation.We solve (5.24) and (5.25) using a "two dimensional"

bisection method.

Analogous to the classical bisection method [BU81], the algorithm

of the "two-dimensional" bisection method is: (a) select a range ^sb

C*sb < ♦sb <+sb) in which the solution (t|>sf»ipsb) exists; (b) calculate
ip 11the corresponding range of i|>sf (\|>*f,\p|f) by solving 9i(tsf»'l'sb)=0

0 0
and g^('|»s^,^gj))=0; (c) subdivide the range of ^sb into two parts,
repeating (b) to define the corresponding subdivision of the ij>sf range;

(d) determine.in which part of the subdivided range the solution exists

by checking for g2fo*f jp*b) x g2fo |f ¿|>gb) <0; (e) repeat (c) and
(d) until the solution is derived as accurately as desired.

Once^f and^sb (at the source) have been calculated, F$f and Fsb
are evaluated using (5.3) and (5.4) respectively. Then Qpf(V^f,VGb) is
obtained by numerically evaluating the integral in (5.2) after

substituting (5.7) and (5.18) into it. The Fortran computer program has

been listed in Appendix C.

To illustrate the predictions of our model, we apply it to a

typical thin-film accumulation-mode p-channel LPCVD polysilicon MOSFET

for which Cof = 6.9 x 10*8 F/cm2 (tQf = 500 A), Cob = 6.9 x 10-9 F/cm2
(tQb = 5000 A), Z = 128pm, L = 32 pm, andPp^ = 1 cm2/V-sec, which is
representative of an unpassivated device [SH84]. We plot in Fig. 5.2

calculations of ^^(Vg^) for (V^p-V^g) = 25 V, chosen to ensure no
accumulation at the back surface, and for several values of Njq We set
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Fig. 5.2 Calculated normalized hole accumulation-layer areal charge
density at the source versus front gate voltage for several
donor grain-boundary trap densities. The calculations are
normalized to facilitate a later discussion of the weak
accumulation current in (5.1).
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EjD = En- and let Nj^ = 0. We used typical values for = lO^'cnf^ and

th = 0.15um. To facilitate a later discussion of the weak-accumulation
j V,f * ..f "«-i-- - .....

I *• t * \

curp^nt ip (5.1), we have plotted in Fig. 5.2 a normalized version of

0^, which in fact is Ip in (5.1). We stress that the Opf(Vgf)
caToutations are valid for all accumulation levels.

As in the bulk MOSFET [C070; BR81], QSf(Vgf) in Fig. 5.2 shows two
distinct dependences: exponential for low Vgf(weak accumulation) and
linear for high Vgf (stong accumulation). We note that the subthreshold

gate-voltage swing S (A Vgf needed to change Opf, or Iq, one order of
magnitude) increases strongly with Nyp. For example, S = 500 mV for

Njq^^IO^ cm~3 (which corresponds to Ngy = 5 x 10^ cnT^ if dg =
. . %

1000 A), whereas for Nyp = 0, S << 100 mV (much less than that for an

invension-mode device [SW72; BR81]). The calculated S(Ny0) dependence
reflects the larger variation in trapped charge density corresponding to

• \ * *

i \

a A’l' sf caused by higher Nyp.
We. i Ilústrate in Fig. 5.3 the calculated dependence of Q^f on Eyp

^f.ac^yQ.^Z x 101/cm" and the same remaining parameters used in the

previous figure. We see that S decreases as Ejq increases. This
dependence is explained by noting that higher Ejq results in smaller
change in trapped charge for a given Ai|»sy.

Additional calculations reveal that S is only weakly dependent on

NyA. This result is explained by the fact that only hole traps can

significantly affect the hole accumulation process in the MOSFET.

To illustrate the dependence of Opf on the charge-coupling between
the front and back gates, we plot in Fig. 5.4 calculations of Opf versusC
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Fig. 5.3 Calculated normalized hole accumulation-layer areal charge
density at the source versus front gate voltage for several
donor grain-boundary trap energy levels.

/
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gate voltages.
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Vq^ for two values of (chosen to preclude accumulation at the back

surface), Ny0 = 2 x 10^ cm"3, and the same remaining parameters used in

Fig. 5.2. We see only a weak dependence of S on Vq^ because the charge
coupling affects the total trapped charge but not its variation with

i|»sy. Consistent with these results, additional calculations show that S

is also only weakly dependent on t^.
The plots in Figs. 5.2-5.4 imply that the strong-accumulation

a
threshold voltage Vyy is affected by the charge coupling between the

front and back gates, as well as by the grain-boundary traps. We
a

_

,evaluate Vyy from the linear extrapolation of the calculated Q^yfV^y)
'for strong accumulation to the Vq^ axis, as is done for the conventional
MOSFET [C070]. Thus for strong accumulation,

Qpf= Cof(VGf" VTf) ’ (5.26)

a
To illustrate the predicted dependence of Vyy on the trap

, a fdensities, we plot in Fig. 5.5 (Vyy - VpB) versus Nyp for different Ny^
and the same remaining device parameter values used to derive the plots

in Fig. 5.2. We see that |Vyy| increases as Ny^ increases; and that for
large NyD (>2 x lO1^ cm"3), |Vyy| is nearly proportional to /N.^ [KA72;
DE82]. We note that |Vyy| decreases as Ny^ increases because of the

compensating effect of the acceptor traps on the donor traps.
a

The calculated dependence of Vyy on the trap levels is illustrated
in Fig. 5.6, in which we let Nyp = Ny^ = 2 x 10^ cm"3 and used the same

remaining parameters as used in the previous figures. We see that |Vyy|
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Fig. 5.5 Calculated front strong-accumulation threshold voltage versus
grain-boundary donor trap density for two grain-houndary
acceptor trap densities.



Fig. 5.6 Calculated front strong-accumulation threshold voltage versus
grain-houndary donor trap energy level for different grain¬
boundary acceptor trap energy levels.
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increases as EyA and Eyg increase. The Vyy(Eyg) dependence is explained
by noting that the donor traps tend to be more ionized, viz., more

effective fin 'trapping holes, as Eyg increases. Note that as Eyg
í l- a ' ■ •■■■ - '

approaches the conduction band, Vyy saturates, and the device behaves
■

. ' ’ ' ' [ ■ a -

similarly (to .an inversion-mode MOSFET. Analogously, the %(%)
dependence is interpreted by observing that the acceptor traps tend to

l . i ; i .7

be less ioriized>and less effective in compensating Nyg as EyA increases.
The charge-coupling effects between the front and back gates

decrease either as the trap density for the film thickness increases.
a

To emphasize the former dependence, we plot in Fig. 5.7 Vyy versus VRh
for different Nyg \= ‘NyA, and the same remaining parameters used"':in

a
Fig. 5.2. We see that Vyy is independent of only for large trap
densities (,NyA = Nyg >10*7 cm-"*). This is explained by noting that the

space-charge region associated with each gate decreases in width, arid

the charge-coupling effects diminish as the trap densities increase. To
”

a
emphasize the latter dependence noted above, we plot in Fig. 5.8 Vyy
versus for^tjj ranging from 0.1 ym to 0.25 ym, NyA = Nyg .=
2 x 10iD cm , and the same remaining parameters used in Fig. 5.2. As

implied by previous work [LI83b], we see that VTf is independent of VGb
only for thick-film devices (t^ > 0.25 ym).

The threshold voltage depends on NA, if it is sufficiently high.
If Na is much higher than the trap density, the device tends to behave

as the single-crystal counterpart. We plot in Fig. 5.9 calculated V?f
versus for NA ranging from 10*4 cm--* to 10*7 cm--* and the same

remaining parameters. We note that for NA > 10*7 cm--* >> ^ =
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I
Calculated front strong-accumulation threshold voltage versus
back gate voltage for different grain-boundary trap
densities. The plots were derived for the range of for
which (5.2) is applicable. J

Fig. 5.7
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C Fig. 5.3 Calculated front strong-accumul ation threshold voltage versus
back gate voltage for several film thicknesses.
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f
Fig. 5.9 Calculated front strong-accumulation threshold voltage versus

hack gate voltage for several acceptor doping concentrations.
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Nja), Vjf is well described by previous single-crystal analysis [LI83b];
and for N^< lO^ cnf^ (N^ << Nyp = Ny^)» Vjf is independent of N^.

5.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

To support the analysis in Section 5.2 and to identify critical

aspects of it with regard to SO I/3-D device and integrated circuit

design, we discuss in this section measured IgiVgy, Vd, Vq^)
characteristics of p-channeT accumulation-mode and n-channel inversion¬

mode small-grain polysilicon MOSFET's described in the previous chapter.

The ^p-channel accumulation-mode polysilicon MOSFET's are

unpassivated. Ini these devices the parameters of interest are: t^ =
0.15 y m, tQf = 500 A, t0^ = 5000 A, N^ - 10*® cm”^, Z = 128 ym, and
L = 32 ym. Measured characteristics [SH85] of a particular

device, which typify the characteristics of identically processed
}

devices, were plotted in Fig. 4.1. The anomalous increase with Vgy of
the leakage current in the OFF state (vgf > 0) was attributed in
Chapter Four to field emission via grain-boundary traps in the (front)
surface depletion region at the drain. In the ON state (Vfif < 0), the
(weak-accumul ation) current increases nearly exponentially with Vgy as
characterized by our model. The high gate-voltage swing (= 1 V/decade)
and the high accumulation threshold voltage (= 5 V) are similar to those

characteristics predicted by our theoretical calculations for Nyn =
10^ cm“3. This large value of Nyp is not unreasonable because this
device is unpassivated [SH841.
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Grain-boundary passivation via hydrogenation dramatically improves

the I^(Vq^,Vq) characteristics of LPCVD polysilicon MOSFETs [SH84].
With reference to the characteristics of a typical unpassivated

accumulation-mode p-channel transistor in Fig. 4.1, plama hydrogenation
a

typically reduces S by a factor of three or four and Mjf by a factor
of about two [SH84], Referring to Fig. 5.2 and the analysis in

Section 5.2, we thus infer that the hydrogenation reduces the grain-

boundary trap density by about an order of magnitude to~10^ cm"®.
Although the analysis in Section 5.2 was developed for an

accumulation-mode device it can be applied, with minor modification, to

an inversion-mode device. Because typically the grain-boundary trap

density exceeds the doping density, the behavior of an inversion-mode

device is similar to that of the accumulation-mode device as modeled in

Section 5.2.

The n-channel inversion-mode polysilicon MOSFET's we measured were

grain-boundary-passivated [SH84] by a plasma of hydrogen. These devices

differ from the p-channel accumulation-mode devices in the following

parameters: tf, = 0.17 um, CQf = 8.6 x 10"® F/cm^ (tQf = 400 A), = 3 x

10^ cm"®, Z = 100 pm, and L = 10 um. We plot in Fig. 5.10 measured

If)(vGf»vGb) characteristics for a representative device, with Vq = 5
V. The wide range of used (-30 V to +20 V) ensured that the back

surface charge condition was varied from inversion to weak-accumulation.

In accord with the calculated results plotted in Fig. 5.4, the data
a

in Fig. 5.10 show that S is nearly independent of Vg^, and that V-^ is
lowered slightly as Vq^ increases. The value of S (= 0.3 V/decade) is
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C
Fig. 5.10 Measured drain current versus front gate voltage of n-channel

inversion-^ode LPCVD polysilicon SOI MOSFET for different
back gate voltages. '
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smaller than that measured for the unpassivated device in Fig. 4.1, and

is consistent with calculations (in Section 5.2) corresponding to Nj^ ~
10A/ cm” . Our inferred reduction in trap density (an order of

magnitude) produced by the hydrogenation is consistent with previous

studies of grain-boundary passivation [SH84],

Using the measured linear-region strong-inversion Iq(Vq^)
characteristic of the passivated n-channel device, we calculate Vyy =

2.5 V from the linear extrapolation to the Vgy axis, and unf =
7 cm^/V-sec from the slope. This smaller value of Vyy, compared with
that of the unpassivated devices, is consistent with previous

experimental results [SH84; MA85]; and, according to the theoretical

analysis of Section 5.2, indicates Ny^~ 10^ cm-^, consistent with our

inference from measurements of S.

Our measurements, as well as previous experimental results [SH84,

MA85], indicate that the carrier mobility in small-grain polysilicon

MOSFETs increases by almost an order of magnitude due to the grain-

boundary passivation (hydrogenation). According to our analysis, the

grain-boundary passivation reduces the grain-boundary trap densities by

about an order of magnitude. Therefore, we can infer that the mobility

is strongly and directly dependent on the grain-boundary trap densities;

it increases by almost one order of magnitude as the trap densities

decrease about one order of magnitude. The very low mobility in the

small-grain polysilicon MOSFETs cannot be explained by surface-roughness

scattering [SU80] or Coulomb scattering [SU80] with fixed oxide charge

or interface-state charge because small-grain polysilicon resistors
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[0N82; KR85] also show a very low carrier mobility, which depends on the

grain-boundary - properties. The low mobility in the small-grain

polysilicon MOSFET is possibly due to scattering or tunneling at the

grain boundaries- [K184], ¡irrespective of the potential barriers,- which

are negligible for high gate voltage. To physically model this mobility

then, a basic study of carrier transport through the grain boundary

would be necessary. - . -■,,
vc

.■5.4 ■ Summary •-r . - - ■

¡ A physical model that describes the effects of grain boundaries; and

of front gate-back gate charge coup!ing on the •ON-state conduction - of

the thin-film : LPCVO (small-grain) polysilicon MOSFET has been

developed. The model is based on a rigorous numerical description of

the channel charge density at the source for all bias conditions of

operation -in -terms of the grain-boundary properties and the device

parameters. - Corroboration of the model was obtained by showing

consistency between measured and predicted dependences of. the drain

current on the front and back gate voltages, in both passivated

(hydrogenated) and unpassivated devices.

Although ■ the model was developed based on the p-channel

accumulation-mode device shown in Fig. 1.2, it can be applied, with

minor modification to other polysilicon MOSFET structures. Because

typically the grain-boundary trap density exceeds the doping density,
the behavior of an inversion-mode device is similar to that of the

accumulation-mode device as described in Section 5.2.
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In the weak-accumulation region, the grain boundaries and the

charge coupling between the front and back gates define an exponential

dependence oh the front gate voltage for the subthreshold drain

current. The resulting gate-voltage swing depends strongly on the

grain-boundary properties and weakly on the charge coupling between the

front and back gates. This weak dependence is explained by noting that

the charge coupling affects the subthreshold drain current but not its

variation with the front band bending. Therefore, bulk device analyses

[KA72; DE80,82] of small-grain polysilicon MOSFET can be extended to

approximate that gate-voltage swing hut not the drain current. For the

p-channel devi ce, S i s nearly independent of-Ny^ and Ey^ because only
hole traps can significantly affect the hole accumulation process, and S

increases as Ny0 increases or EyD decreases because of the larger
variation in trapped charge density corresponding to a A\f>sy.

The threshold voltage depends strongly on grain-boundary properties

and on the charge coupling between the front and back gates. For the
a

p-channel device, |Vyf| increases as Nyp increases, Ny^ decreases, Eyp
increases, or Ey^ increases. These dependences are explained by noting

that Nyp traps holes, Ny^ compensates Nyp, and the level of the trap
defines how effective the trap is. The-charge-coupling effects decrease

as the trap density, the thickness of the film, or the doping

concentration increases.

Our model implies that the gate-voltage swing and the threshold

voltage can be reduced by decreasing the grain-boundary trap densities,

which can be accomplished by grain-boundary passivation. Less obvious
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though is the implication that the gate-voltage swing win be reduced as

N/\ increases (N^ >> Nyp and Ny^) ..because the device will tend to behave
as the single-crystal counterpart. < ■ -

e



CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

We have developed and supported experimentally physical models that

describe the effects of grain boundaries on the steady-state conduction

properties of large- and small-grain polysilicon (SOI) MOSFETs.

Basically the models show that grain boundaries control the leakage

drain current in the OFF-state, and can define the drain current in the

ON-state and hence the electrical parameters associated with it, such as

the effective threshold voltage, the effective mobility, the

transconductance, and the gate-voltage swing. As a consequence of the

ignorance of the grain-boundary effects, previous measurements of the

electrical characteristics of SOI MOSFETs have been misinterpreted.

Subsequent erroneous conclusions regarding SOI can inhibit the

development of optimal SOI devices and integrated circuits. Such

optimization is facilitated by the models developed in this

dissertation.

In Chapter Two, we presented a physical analytic model that

describes the effects of grain boundaries on the linear-region drain

current of the large-grain (beam recrystallized) polysilicon SOI

MOSFET. The model shows that the grain boundaries define a nearly

exponential dependence of the conductance on gate voltage for moderate-

128
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inversion conditions, and an effective turn-on (1 inear-region)

characteristic that occurs well beyond the strong-inversion threshold.

This turn-on characteristic implies the carrier mobility threshold

voltage, which exceeds the strong-inversion threshold, and the effective

field-effect carrier mobility, which is typically higher than the actual

(intragrain) mobility. The model also accounts for arbitrary

orientation of the grain boundaries and predicts that grain boundaries

perpendicular to the carrier flow in the channel maximizes the grain¬

boundary effects on the conductance. Corroboration of the model was

obtained by showing good agreement between experimental and theoretical

results.

In Chapter Three, we described a physical numerical model, based on

reasonable assumptions, for the current-voltage characteristics of the

large-grain (beam recrystallized) polysilicon SOI MOSFET valid for all

bias conditions. The model indicates that grain boundaries tend to

reduce the drain current, but can increase or decrease the

transconductance, that the grain-boundary effects can be significant at

high gate voltage when the drain voltage is high, e.g., in the

saturation region, that grain boundaries close to the drain are most

effective, and that the grain-boundary effects are enhanced as the

channel length is shortened. The model has been supported by current-

voltage measurements of laser- and graphite-strip-heater-recrystallized

SOI MOSFETs.

In Chapter Four, we developed an analytic model for field emission

via grain-boundary traps in the surface depletion region at the drain to
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explain the OFF-state conduction (anomalous leakage current) observed in

small-grain (LPCVD) polysilicon SOI MOSFETs. Corroboration of the model

was given by showing consistency between measured data and predicted

dependences ofthe field-emission current on the gate and drain

voltages. The model implies that the leakage current can be reduced by

decreasing the grain-boundary trap density (via hydrogenation for

example) or the electric field. The reduction in the electric field can

be accomplished by (a) decreasing the doping density in the drain,

(b) increasing the gate oxide thickness, and (c) using a p+ gate (for

the p-channel MOSFET).

In Chapter Five, we described a physical model for the ON-state

conduction of the thin-film small-grain (LPCVD) polysilicon MOSFET. The

model shows that the grain boundaries and the charge coupling between

the front and back gates define the threshold voltage and an exponential

dependence on the front gate voltage for the subthreshold drain

current. The resulting gate-voltage swing depends strongly on the

grain-boundary properties and weakly on the charge coupling between the

front and back gates. The model is corroborated by showing consistency

between measured and predicted dependence of the drain current on the

front and back gate voltages, in both passivated (hydrogenated) and

unpassivated devices. According to our model, the gate-voltage swing
and the threshold voltage can be reduced by decreasing the grain¬

boundary trap densities, which can be accomplished by grain-boundary

passivation, or by increasing the doping density.
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■ In Appendix A, we! showed that the charge trapped at the grain

boundary can be expressed in terms of the quasi-Fermi level for any

grain-boundary voltage drop. 'This result was used’ in Chapter Three to

avoid a”previous generally invalid assumption [BA78a], which establishes

that the charge’ trapped at the’ grain boundary is independent of the

grain-boundary voltage drop. ~ " ■ ; .

In Appendix 8, we presented the foundation of a charge-sheet model

[BR78,81] for the thin-film single-crystal silicon MOSFET. ' This is the

first step to develop a practical model, valid for all bias conditions,

for integrated circuit design with SOI MOSFETs.

In Appendix C, we developed a computer program based on a "two-

dimensional11 bisection method [BU81]. The advantage of this method is

that it avoids the problems of convergence that typically occur when

other iterative methods [BUSl] are applied to complex problems. This

program was used in Chapter Five to calculate the subthreshold drain

current and the threshold voltage (ON state) in the thin-film small-

grain polysilicon MOSFET.

“6.2 Recommendations for Further Research

First, we recommend incorporation of the physical modeis developed

in this dissertation into the computer simulation of 3-0 SOI circuits.

These models are important because the grain boundaries can control the

electrical chacteristics of large- and small-grain polysilicon SOI

MOSFETs. The computer simulation of SOI circuits must also include a

description of the charge coupling between the front and back gates

[L183b,84a,84b].



Second, we recommend development of practical models, that are

applicable for all inversion levels, for integrated circuit design with

thin-film SOI;MOSFETs. - Basically the only models for the bulk MOSFETs

that are valid for all inversion levels are the Pao-Sah model [PA66],
and the charge-sheet model [BR78,81]. The former model is the most

rigorous and requires a numerical integration to describe the inversion

charge. This numerical integration is avoided in the charge-sheet

model, without significant loss of accuracy, by- assuming that the

inversion layer is a conducting sheet of zero thickness. Because of

this simplification, we think that the practical models for integrated

circuit design with thin-film SOI MOSFETs must be based, on the charge-

sheet ideas; and therefore, we have presented in Appendix B the

foundation of such a model.

Third, we recommend more fundamental research concerning the

formulation of the thermionic-emission theory when the grain-boundary

voltage drop is much greater than kT/q. In Chapter Three we have

discussed the invalidity of the previous work [MU61,BA78b] and we have

proposed a new physically reasonable approximation. We consider it is

of interest to derive a rigorous formulation of this problem, which will

allow a a verification of the validity of our approximation. -

Four, we recommend further studies on the effective carrier

mobility in the channel of small-grain (LPCVD) polysilicon SOI

MOSFETs. This low mobility (<10 cm^/V-sec) depends strongly on the

grain-boundary trap densities; it increases by almost one order of

magnitude as the trap densities decrease about one order of magnitude.
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We cannot explain this mobility by, surface-roughness scattering [SU80}
or Coulomb scattering [SU80] with fixed oxide or interface-state charge
because small-grain (LPCVO) polysilicon resistors [0N82;. KR85] also.'ra

very low carrier, mobility. We believe that this mobility is possibly
due -to scattering or tunneling at. the grain boundaries [KI84],

irrespective of the potential barrier height. A physical model for the

mobility would thus require a basic study of carrier transport through
the grain boundaries. . ^

: Fi ve and f i nal ly, we recommend model i ng the effects of the grai n

boundaries on the transient drain current. These effects are expected

to be significant because the,. grain boundaries ^provide ..additional

trapping centers,, which may control the ..carrier l ifetime.Previous

workers [VU84] have measured carrier lifetimes in recrystallized SOI on

the order of 0.1 us, which are shorter than the carrier lifetime

corresponding to the defect density revealed by DLTS. Therefore, they

have concluded that the dominant trapping centers escape the standard

DLTS measurements and must originate from the grain boundaries. -

L
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V v : - :í-: APPENDIX A ' v . . ^

THE CHARGE TRAPPED AT THE GRAIN BOUNDARY
IN TERMS OF THE QUASI-FERMI LEVEL

According to the Shock!ey-Read-Hall (SRH) theory [SZ81], the rate

of capture of electrons from the conduction band to the grain-boundary
states is

rc = cnNST(l - f) (A.l)

where f is the probability of occupation of the grain-boundary states, c

is a proportionality constant, and n is the electron concentration at

the grain boundary

Ef .-E..
n = niexp( . (A.2)

In (A.2) Epnj- and E^- are the quasi-Fermi leve! and intrinsic leve! at
the jth grain boundary.

The rate of emission of electrons from the grain-boundary states to

the conduction band is [SZ81]

re = eNSTf (A.3)

134
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where e is the corresponding proportionality constant, which is related

to c by the use of the conventional SRH theory

et-e..
e = cniexp( *yf.) • (A.4)

Since the inversion layer is void of holes, the rate of capture and

emission : of electrons must be equal (r •* rg). in steady state. The
combination of this condition and (A.1)-(A.4) gives

: f * (A.5)
1 + exp(—-¡^nj)

Final ly, this result, and ... .. ..

'

°GBj = "<lNSTf

yield to (3.9). ■ -



APPENDIX B
THE FOUNDATION OF A CHARGE-SHEET
MODEL FOR THE THIN-FILM MOSFET

In this appendix, we present the foundation of a charge-sheet model

for the n-channel inversion-mode thin-film single-crystal MOSFET. The

utility of this model follows from the elimination of the need to

numerically evaluate the integral for the (front) channel charge

density,

0
nf

sf
ÜH
F d|» (B.l)

Similar to the charge-sheet model [BR78.81] of the bulk MOSFET, we

write the corresponding approximation of 0nf as

0-- * e F -j - e F ,nfa s sfda s sf (B.2)

where FSf is the electric field at the front surface described in

Section 5.2, and FSfda is the electric field at the front surface
obtained from using the "refined depletion approximation" [KI80]. By

"refined depletion approximation" we mean that, in the calculation of

Fsfda, the charge density in the film is approximated by neglecting only
the minority-electron charge; the hole charge is accounted for:

136
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pa= q(P - na) . (8.3)

We find that the contribution of p in (B.l) is necessary to avoid large
errors in the charge-sheet model. n

The procedure to calculate Fsfda is described as follows. First,
we calculate tsf and i|>Sb from the rigorous analysis in Section 5.2.

Second,, we substitute (B.3)into (5.19) to get the corresponding

approximation of G^^), : •. ■ - -r- !

• - fLNflCexp(-A, +i. X] . (B.4)
s

Third, we combine (5.23) and (B.4) to obtain an integral equation which

defines F$fda:

..... ,T; • ’

sb a.

tb = I - . (8.5)
*sf. ^F2 -G2(i|) f)+G2(t .)sfda a'rsf; a' sb'

To illustrate the accuracy of this model, we compare its prediction

Qnfa with the exact .value Qnf described in (B.l). We plot in Fig. B.l
the relative error,

ERROR =
^nfa-V

nf
x 100% (B.6)

qp sf
versus —£j— for various doping levels and the same

used to derive the plots in Fig. 5.2. We find that

less than 5%.

remaining parameters

the maximum error is



ERROR(%)

Fig. B.l The relative error in the (front). inversion channel charge
density versus (front) band bending for several doping
densities. The corresponding onset for strong-inversion
['J'qf = 2|)rA 2 kT/q log(Nfl/n.)] for each density is
indicated.
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Although this charge-sheet model for the thin-film MOSFET

accurately describes the inversion-layer areal charge density, it must

be further simplified to have immediate practical application;.

Nevertheless, we consider that the ideas presented in this appendix will

contribute to the development of a complete and practical model for the

thin-film MOSFET. ' ' ' ' il "
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APPENDIX C
FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE CHARGE DENSITY

IN A THIN-FILM SMALL-GRAIN POLYSILICON MOSFET

#**-**<»«it**-**'**'#*'* •#•#■*#*•*•ft**-*******-*'#* *<#<*■* *•***'#«•#*•**’****-*'***'*-***-ft**«i*'***'*-*'*'*"»-**
PROGRAM USED TO CALCULATE THE ACCUPULATION- OR THE INVERSION-CHARGE
OSNSITY AT THE SOURCE IN A THIN-FILM SMALL-GRAIN POLYSILICON MOSFET
FOR GIVEN GATE BIAS
FOR INVERSION—MOO£ USE THE FRONT INTERFACE* FOR ACCUMULATION-MOCE
USE THE 8ACX INTERFACE AS THE MAIN INTERFACE (ELECTRIC FISL0>0)
THE RANGES OF USF ANO USB* IN SUBROUTINE TEST*MAY NEED TO BE AOJUSTSD
FOR EACH PARTICULAR CONDITION. MKS SYSTEM IS USED
***#*****-**9***#****-#****** **★*★*★ <♦*♦■***♦ ******** **•#***'★ *

COMMON Z(3C)
Q=1.6E-19
ES=1.0355-10
3*33.61
RNi*1.45E+16
C0B®6.91E-4 .

C0F-6.91E-5
RNA*1.E+22
ZL*4.
RMOB»1.E-04

C ET0*<ETO-Si) ANO STA»(ETA-Ei) in *V
T8*.15E-06
VGF*25•
ETAaO.
ETC3-.2
RNTA-O.E+22

41 REA0(7*28) RNTO
WRITE(6*47) RNTC* ETO*RNTA*ETA
Z(21)*RNA
Z(22)*RNTD
Z(23)sRNi*EXP(-ETO*a)
Z(24}3RNTA
Z(25)»RNi*£XP(-9*ETA)
Z(26)*RNi*RNi
Z(23)aSXP(B*STA)
Z(29>*EXP(-a*STC)

C CALCULATION OF RPQ ( HOLE CONCENTRATION IN MKS >
CALL CRPO(RPO*1.*2.6+25)
Z(27)aRP0
WRITS(6*14)T3*RNA/C0F*C0B
WRITE(6*16}ZL*RMOB

140
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ZC1)a<RNi/RP0)**2.
ZC2)a2.*Q*RP0/<£S*8)
Z (3) a8
ZC4>a<-1./8>*L0G<Z<1)>
Z(5)aC08/ES ■■

...

ZC6)aTB ¡ -

Z<7)aQ*RNA*T8/SS
_

Z<10)a<C0P*C0F*RNA*8)/(ES*2.*Q*RNi*RNi)
ZC11)a<SS*8*RNA)/C2.*Q*RNi*RNi)
Z(12)»(C08*C08*B)/(ES*2.*Q*RNA)
Z(13)a(ES*8)/C2.*Q*RNA)
ZC14)aC0F/ES
Z(15)aZ(75/2.
Z(16)a2«*Q*RNA/ES
0F*Z(4)/2.

-' WRrT«(6y'44) RPO,OF *' - -*•••-- í - ■-
u ZC'9)»VGF '■ ■■ •■■■ -:-= ; v^^
fC FIND THE CONVENIENT'RANGES OF USF' ¿NO USB FOR THE “TWO DIMENSIONAL"
C BISECTION" MSTHCO

CALL TEST(USFLyUSFM^USBL^USBM)
00 6000 VGB*-5./-.1y.1
Z(8)aVGB

C
_ CALCULATION OF"USF ANO USB SY SOLVING TWO NÓN-LINEAR EQUATIONS*

C ' ONE OF THEM IS AN INTEGRAL EQUATION
CALL HIS20R(USF*USB*USFL*USFM*US8L*USBM)
USFLaUSF
ESF*<COF/ES)*<VGF-USF)
ZC175aUSP
Z( 18)aESF
SSB=-<COB/SS>*CVGa-USB)
WRITE(6r85) USF/US3sESF/£SS

500 QPBaQ*RPO*TINTB<USa*a.*100C)
RIDaZL*RM08*QP3/B
WRITE(6>52)VGF/VG3*QP3*RID
IF<RIQ.LE.1.E-125GO TO 41

6000 CONTINUE
GO TO 41

23 F0RMATC1E20.10)
14 FORMAT(* T3(fl)a'£10.4,‘ NA(m-3)3'E10.4/* COP<F/m2)3 *S10.4*

1* C08(P/*2)3'E1C.4)
16 FORMAT(* Z/L3 *S12.5* * M08 (M2/V-SEC) a'E12.5)
35 FORMATS USF3'F12.8** USBa*F12.8*‘ ESF»*E14.7/' ESB3'S14.7)
52 FORMAT(* VGP3'F8.3** VG3a'F8.3* * QFB3'S14.7*' IDa*E14.7)
44 FORMAT( * RPO C<*-3)3# 1 E1 7.S, ' OFO) 3*1 E1 7.8*)
47 FORMATC# NTO(m-3)a'E9.3*' CETO-Si)/Q3'F8.5*# NTA(m-3)3'S9.3,

1V (ETA-£i)/Q3*F8.5)
ENO
SUBROUTINE TSST<USFL*USFM*US3L*USBIO

C FINO THE CONVENIENT RANGES OF USF ¿NO USB FROM : SSF2-F2(USF)+F2<U)>0
CALL CEMAX(UFMAX*.0*1.)
WRITE(6*46) UFMAX
USFLaUFMAX-.005
USFM*UFMAX-1.E-09
US3La”
US3Ma1

1 .4
.2
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46 FORMAT (' USFitax * '1E20.10)
RETURN
ENO ■

SUBROUTINE HIS2QR (X/Y/A/3/YMIN/YMAX)
C CALCULATION OP G(X/Y/1)*Q ANO G(X/1/2)=0 USING HALF INTERVAL SEARCH

DIMENSION 0(3)
CALL HIS2RÍYMIN2/YHIN/YMAX/A/2)
CALL HIS2R(YMAX2/YMIN/YMAX/8/2)
ITS-1
AO*GR(A/YMIN2/1)
IF (AO.EQ.O.) GC TO S20
aO*GR(a/YMAX2/1)
IF (BO.EO.O.) GC TO 530
A1*A0/A3S(A0)
81*80/ABS(30)
X4*A1*81
IF (X4.LT.0.) GO TO 230

C SEARCH FOR A CONVENIENT INTERVAL
DO 6000 1*1/100
X2*A+(RANU(Q./1.))*(3”A)
CALL HIS2R(Y2/YMIN/YMAX/X2/2)
X20=GRCX2/Y2/1)
IF (X20.EQ.0.) GO TO 510
X1*X20/A8S(X20)
X4*A1*X1
IF (X4.LT.0.) GO TO 270

6000 CONTINUE
WRITE (5/41)
STOP

270 3*X2
280 O(2+A1)*A

0(2-Al)»8
3000 Y5*(0(1)+0(3))/2.

CALL HIS2R(Y51/YMIN/YMAX/Y5/2)
Y50*GR(Y5/Y51/1)
IF (Y50.SQ.0.) GO TO 400
Y1*Y50/A8S(Y50)
0(2>Y1)*Y5
E9R0R*AaS(Q(1)-0(3))/(A8S(C(1))+Aaí(0(3)n
IF (ERROR.LE.1.E-08) GO TO 400
ITS*ITE+1

55

510

400

520

IF (ITS.LS.100) GO TO 3000
WRITE (5/55)
FORMAT(* HIS20R ITE > 10C*)
STOP
X=X2
Y*Y2
RETURN
X*Y5
Y*Y51
RETURN
X* A
Y*YMIN2
RETURN
X*3

L

530
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y=ymax2
600 RETURN
41 FORMAT (* HI32DR THERE IS NO SOLUTION FOR X-Y IN THIS INTERVAL*)SNO "

c SUBROUTINE ' HIS2R(X/A/3/Y/IX ) 1 ¿ J- " - - r’ ‘!
C CALCULATION OF X FOR A GIVEN Y FROM GR(X/Y/IX)=0/ USING BISECTION M5TH00C IX OEFINEO THE EQ. TO-3E'SOLVED

DIMENSION 0(3)
ITE-1
A0*GR(A/Y/IX)
IF (AO.SQ.O.) GC TO 520
30*GR(8/Y/IX)
IF (30.EQ.O.) GO TO 530
A1»A0/A3S (AO)
31*80/ABS < 30)
X4*A1*81
IF (X4.LT.C.) GO TO' 230

£ SEARCH FOR A CONVENIENT INTERVAL
00 6000 1=1/100
X2=A+(RANU(0•/1.))*(3“A)
X20=GR(X2/Y/IX)
IF (X2O.EQ.0.) GO TO 510
X1*x20/A8S(X20> ■

X4=A1*X1
IF (X4.LT.0») GO TO 270

6000 CONTINUE
WRITE (5/41)
STOP

270 3»X2
280 Q(2+A1)a A

0(2-A1)as
3000 Y5*(0(1)+0(3))/2.

Y50*GR(Y5/Y/IX)
IP (Y50.EQ.Q.) GO TO 400 '
Y1=Y50/A3S(Y50)
0(2+Y1)=Y5
5RR0R*ABS(D(1)-0(3))/(A8S(D(1))+A8S(D(3)))
IP (ERROR.LE.1.£-10) GO TO 400
ITE=ITS+1
IF (ITS.LE.100) GO TO 3000
WRITE (5/55)

55 FORMATC HIS2R ITE > 10C*)
STOP

510 XaX2
RETURN

400 X=Y5
RETURN

520 XaA
RETURN

530 X=8
600 RETURN
41 FORMAT (* HIS2R THERE IS NC SOLUTICN FOR X IN THIS INTERVAL*)SNO '

FUNCTION GR(X/Y/I)
GR(X/Y/1) IS EQ. (5.25) ANC GR(X/Y/2) IS EQ. (5.24)

C
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COMMON Z(3Q)
IF CI.EQ.25 GO TO 20
GRf-TINTT(X,Y,1COO)-Z(<S)
RETURN

C FOR G(X*Y,2) X ANO T ARE INTERCHANGED
20 GR3(Z(5)*Z(5)*(Z(8)-X)*(Z(S)-X))-F2(X)

1-(Z(14)*Z(14)*(Z(9)-Y)*(Z(9)-Y))+Fí(Y)
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION F2( U)
COMMON Z(30)
33Z(3)
C»Z(2)*Z(22)/Z(27)
D3Z(2)*Z(24)/Z(27)
CTA3Z(28)/SORT(Z(1))
CTO3 Z(29)*SQRT(Z(1))
F23Z(2)*(cXP<-a*u)+a-*u-i ,+zci )*(EXF<a*u)-a*u-i.))
1-C*(B*U-L0G(1.♦CT0*EXP(3*U))-<(3*U)/(1.♦CTO)))
i*o*(3*u+log(1 .+CTA*exp(-a*u))-< (a*u /(1 .+cta) n
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION TINTT(USF,US3,N)

C CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAL OF FTB <R) FROM USF TO US3 USING TRAPEZOIDAL.C THIS HAS TO 3E EQUAL TO T3 (SEE EC. (5.25)).
TINTT3Q.
RN»N
Q3(USF-US8)/RN
N1»N+1
Rsusa
00 300 J31*N1
TINTT »TINTT+FT3(RrUSP)
RsR+O

300 -CONTINUE
TINTT3-(TINTT-(FT3(USF/USF)+FTB(USE^USF))/2.)*C
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION FT3(U/USF)
COMMON Z (30
ESF3Z(14)*(Z(9)-USF)
FTB»1./SORT(F2(U)-F2(USF)>(ESF*SSF))
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION TINTF(USP,US3,N)

C CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRON INVERSION-LAYER CHARGE OSNSITY AT THE FRONTC INTERFACE. WE USE THE TRAPEZOIDAL ÍULS TO INTEGRATE.
TINTFaO.
RN3N
03(USF-US3)/RN
N1=N+1
RaUS8
00 300 J31,N1
TINTF»TINTF+QNV(R)
RaR+ O

300 CONTINUE
tintf»-(t:ntf-(cnv(usf)+qnv(usa)) /<.)*o
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RETURN
,

END
.

FUNCTION QNV<U> !
COMMON Z (30 .

4 , _ .. ... ... ..

■. 3*k3) ■ • . *.• .• \.
usf*z(17)

. .. ; —
ESF3Z(18)
CNV*(EXP(3*U)-1.)/SQRT(F2(U)-F2(USP)+(ESF*ESF))
RETURN
ENO
FUNCTION TINTB(USF/USB,N)

C CALCULATION OF THE HOLE ACCUMULATICN-LAYER CHARGE DENSITY AT THE SACKC INTEFACS . WE USE THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE TO INTEGRATE.
TINTB*0. • - -

RN*N ■ - '■•••■* - ■ - '■*
0*(USF-USB)/RN -

NfsN+1 •"; ■< ^ ■- :

R*US3 •' • " '
00 300 J31,N1
TINT3*TINT3+QPB(R)
RaR+O

300 CONTINUE
TINT3*-CTINT3-(QP3(USF)+GP9 (USB) )/é.)*0 -■ .'--i-' Y2. v.;--: T?.\fS-OID
Return ' ; ......

ENO
FUNCTION QPB(U)
COMMON Z(30)
8*2 (3)
USF*Z(17)
ESF*2(13)
QP8*(5XP(-3*U)-1.)/SQRT(F2(U)-F2(USF)+(5SF*SSF))
RETURN

• ENO -

SUBROUTINE CRP0(X,A,3) •
C CALCULATION OF THE HOLE CONCENTRATION (RPO) THAT WOULD 03TAIN IF THEC FILM IS NEUTRAL. Wg USE THE BISECTION METHOO.

OIMENSION 0(3)
ITE*1
A0*CNQ(A) ^ ^
IF (AO.50.0.) GO TO 520
80*CNQ(3)
IP -(80.50.0.) GO TO 53C
A1*AO/A8S(AO)
31*30/A8S(80)
XL*A1 *31
IF (X4.LT.Q.) GO TO 230

C SEARCH FOR A CONVENIENT INTERVAL
00 6000 1*1,1000
X2*A+(RANU(Q.,1.))*(3-A)
X2C*CN0(X2)
IF (X20.EQ.O.) GO TO 510
X1*X20/ABS(X20)
X4*A1*X1
IF (X4.LT.0.) GO TO 270

6000 CONTINUE

e
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WRITE (5,41)
STOP

270 ■ 3*X2
230 0(2+AD3A

0C2-A1)»8
3000 Y5*(D(1)+0(3))/2.

Y503CN0(Y5)
IP (Y50.EQ.0.) GO TO 400
Y1*YS0/ABS(Y50)
0(2+Yl)»Y5
SRR0R3ABS(0(1)-0(3))/CABS(C(1))+ABÍ(0(3)))
IF (ERROR.LE.1.£-11) GO TO 400
ITE*ITE+1 '
IF (ITS.LE.100) GO TO 3000
WRITE (5/55)

55 FORMAT(' CRPC- ITS > 1C0')
STOP

510 X=X2
RETURN

400 X=Y5
RETURN

520 Xs* A
RETURN - • ■

.. .

530 X=B
41 FORMAT (' CRPO- THERE IS NO SOLUTION FOR RPQ IN THIS INTERVAL')
600 RETURN

ENO
FUNCTION CNO(RPO)

C CN0<RP0)=*0 IS REOUIREO TO SATISFY CHARGE NEUTRALITY IN AN
C ISOLATED SEMICONDUCTOR WITH TRAPS.

COMMON 1(30)
CN03RP0+(Z(22)/(1.+(Z(23)/RPQ)))-<Z(26)/RP0)
1-<Z(24)/(1.+(RP0/ZC25))))-ZC21)
RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE CEMAX(XsAsB)

C CALCULATION OF THE MAXIMUM ELECTRIC FIELO FROM THE CONOITION
C ESF2-F2(USF)*P2(0)30 (THE DENOMINATOR OF EQ. (5.23) MUST BE >0)

DIMENSION 0(3)
ITc31
A03SM(A)
IF (AO.EQ.O.) GO TO 520
B03SM(B)
IF (BO.EO.O.) GO TO 530
A1aA0/A3S(A0)
B1 =B0/ABS (80)
X4»A1*B1
IF (X4.LT.0.) GO TO 230

C SEARCH FOR A CONVENIENT INTERVAL
00 6000 I»1/100C
X2=»A*<RANU(0./1.) )*(3-A)
X20*£M(X2)
IF (X20.S0.0.) GO TO 510
X1*X20/A8S(X20)
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IF (X4.LT.0.) GO TO 270
6000 CONTINUE

WRITE (5*41)
STOP •

2.70 B»X2 -r;
280 0<2+A1)«A

0<2-A1)»3 -

3000 T5«<0(1)+0(3)172.
YS0*EM(Y5)

■ IF CY50.EQ.0.) GO TO 400
Y1*Y50/ABS(Y50)
D(2+Y1)*Y5
ERROR*AaS<O(1)-O(3))/CABSCC(1))+AaS(0(3)))
IP (ERROR.LS.1.E-11) GO TO 400

: : IT£»ITE+1
TF CITE.LS.100) GO TO 3000
WRITE (5x55)

S5 FORMAT(* CEMAXs ITE > 100')
..v; STOP
510 X*X2

RETURN
400 X=YS

RETURN
520 X*A

RETURN
530 x»a
41 FORMAT C' THERE IS NO SOLUTION FOR EMAX IN THIS INTERVAL')
600 RETURN . ■* v-Tv-- , , - .■ • - -

end —- .. . . • • ’ v.
FUNCTION EM(USF)

C CALCULATION OP SSF«axxi.«., ESF2-F2(USF)+F2(0)=0
COMMON 1(30)
SM*<2(14)*ZC14)*<Z(9)-USF)*<2(9)-UÍF))-F2(USF)+F2(0.)
RETURN
ENO
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